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Abstract

High order numerical methods present the desirable property of having much less error
than second order methods for the same number of nodes, or degrees of freedom. This
makes them very attractive for applications like computational acoustics and aeroacoustics,
prediction of transition or direct numerical simulation of turbulence. But the fact that
high order numerical methods are prone to exhibit numerical instabilities have hindered
their widespread use. These instabilities have been related to the presence of boundaries
and the way in which boundary conditions are implemented in these methods.

In the present work numerical stability of high order finite difference methods is
achieved by suppression of the Runge phenomenon responsible for the vigorous oscillations
of polynomial interpolations performed on equispaced nodes. By following the philosophy
behind the Chebyshev polynomials, the idea of an optimum grid for piecewise polynomial
interpolations of degree q ≤ N is introduced. It is then shown, that when q = N , this
polynomial interpolation on optimum nodes coincides with the Chebyshev interpolation,
and that the resulting finite difference schemes are therefore equivalent to Chebyshev col-
location methods. In the opposite limiting case, when q � N , it is shown that only a few
nodes, of O(q), close to the boundaries need to be clustered to achieve the desired stability
of the numerical method. Through numerical solutions of the convection-diffusion oper-
ator and the wave operator it is shown, that this new family of finite difference methods
achieves numerically stable solutions for any degree q < N and that these solutions present
correct transient behaviours. This has motivated the use of these numerical methods for
the study of two different fluid-dynamic combustion problems.

In the first problem the local flame extinction and re-ignition of a counterflow diffusion
flame perturbed by a laminar vortex ring is investigated. The local extinction of the flame
leads to the apparition of flame-edges separating the burning and extinguished regions
of the perturbed mixing layer. The dynamics of these edges is modelled using previous
numerical results, where heat release effects are fully taken into account, that provide the
propagation velocity of triple- and edge-flames in terms of the local Damköhler number.
The temporal evolution of the mixing layer is determined using the classical mixture
fraction approach, assuming a simplified analytical description of the flow field, where both
unsteady and curvature effects are taken into account. Although variable density effects
play an important role in exothermic reacting mixing layers, in this work the description of
the mixing layer is carried out using the constant density approximation. The theoretical
model reveals the relevant non-dimensional parameters governing diffusion-flame/vortex
interactions, and provides the parameter range for the more relevant regime of local flame
extinction followed by re-ignition via flame-edges. Despite the simplicity of the model,
the results show very good agreement with previously published experimental results of
diffusion-flame/vortex interactions.

The second fluid-dynamic combustion problem deals with the vaporization and subse-
quent combustion of fuel droplets immersed in slowly convective flows. For small values of
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Abstract

the Peclet number Pe, the convection associated with the velocity of the oxidizer stream
is in first approximation negligible at distances to the droplet of the order of the droplet
radius a. Only in the Oseen region, located at distances of the order of a/Pe, do the con-
vective effects become as important as the diffusive ones. For typical hydrocarbon fuels,
where the overall stoichiometric ratio S is large compared to unity, the flame is located in
the very same region if the distinguished limit of Pe ∼ 1/S is considered, inducing temper-
ature and density variations of order unity, which require the use of numerical techniques
for the description of the resulting fluid-dynamic problem. The overall analysis of this
multiscale problem is carried out using matched asymptotic expansions between the dif-
ferent regions of the flow, where the matching has to be done between the semi-analytical
solutions obtained for the inner region and the numerical solutions obtained for the Oseen
region. The presented analysis reveals the non-dimensional parameters that are relevant
in each of the regions and shows that the presence of the flame significantly modifies the
convective velocity felt by the droplet, thus altering its vaporization rate and drag.
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Resumen

Los métodos numéricos de alto orden se caracterizan por la propiedad de que, a igual
número de nodos, o grados de libertad, su error es mucho menor que el de los métodos
numéricos de segundo orden. Este hecho los vuelve muy atractivos para aplicaciones tales
como la acústica y aeroacústica computacional, la predicción de transición o la simulación
numérica directa de la turbulencia. Pero los métodos numéricos de alto orden tienden a
ser numéricamente inestables, lo cual ha obstaculizado su uso generalizado. El origen de
dichas inestabilidades se atribuye a la presencia de contornos y a la manera en la que se
imponen las condiciones de contorno en estos métodos.

En el presente trabajo se consigue la estabilidad numérica de los métodos de diferencias
finitas de alto orden mediante la inhibición del fenómeno de Runge, responsable de las
fuertes oscilaciones que se observan en las interpolaciones polinómicas realizadas con nodos
equiespaciados. Siguiendo la filosof́ıa que subyace en los polinomios de Chebyshev, se
introduce la idea de una malla óptima para interpolaciones polinómicas a trozos de grado
q < N . Se demuestra, que cuando q = N , la interpolación polinómica sobre nodos óptimos
coincide con la interpolación de Chebyshev, y por tanto los esquemas de diferencias finitas
resultantes son equivalentes a los métodos de colocación de Chebyshev. En el ĺımite
opuesto, cuando q � N , se demuestra que con agrupar unos pocos nodos, del orden de
O(q), es suficiente para alcanzar la deseada estabilidad del método numérico. Mediante
la resolución numérica de los operadores de convección-difusión y acústico se muestra
que esta nueva familia de métodos de diferencias finitas es capaz de obtener soluciones
numéricamente estables para cualquier grado q ≤ N y que dichas soluciones presentan un
comportamiento transitorio correcto. Por ello se ha extendido el uso de estos métodos
numéricos al estudio de dos problemas fluidodinámicos de combustión distintos.

En el primero de estos problemas se estudia la extinción local y posterior reignición
de una llama de difusión situada entre dos corrientes opuestas de combustible y oxidante
que se ve perturbada por un torbellino anular. La extinción local de la llama da lugar
a la aparición de dos frentes de llama que separan la región extinguida de las regiones
aún activas de la capa de mezcla reactiva. La dinámica de estos frentes de llama es
modelada utilizando resultados numéricos previos, en los cuales se han retenido los efectos
de liberación de calor, y que proporcionan la velocidad de propagación de frentes de
ignición y extinción en función del número de Damköhler local. La evolución temporal de
la capa de mezcla es descrita utilizando una descripción anaĺıtica simplificada del campo
de velocidades del fluido combinada con el enfoque clásico de la fracción de mezcla, donde
se retienen tanto los efectos no estacionarios como los de curvatura. Aunque los efectos
de densidad variable juegan un papel importante en las capas de mezcla reactivas, la
descripción de la capa de mezcla en el presente trabajo se ha realizado suponiendo que la
densidad es constante. El modelo teórico desarrollado muestra cuáles son los parámetros
adimensionales relevantes que gobiernan las interacciones de torbellinos con llamas de
difusión, y proporciona el rango de valores de dichos parámetros para los cuales se tiene el
régimen más interesante de extinción local de la llama seguida de su reignición mediante
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Resumen

llamas triples. A pesar de la simplicidad del modelo propuesto, los resultados que se
obtienen concuerdan significativamente con los resultados experimentales publicados sobre
interacciones de torbellinos con llamas de difusión.

El segundo problema de combustión estudiado es el de la vaporización y posterior
combustión de gotas de combustible inmersas en un flujo convectivo lento. En el ĺımite de
bajos números de Peclet, Pe, la convección asociada a la velocidad de la corriente oxidante
incidente es en primera aproximación despreciable en distancias a la gota del orden del
radio a de la gota. Sólo en la región de Oseen, situada a distancias del orden a/Pe, empieza
a ser la convección tan importante como la difusión. Para los hidrocarburos más comunes,
que presentan una estequiometŕıa global S grande frente a la unidad, la llama se sitúa en
dicha región si se considera el ĺımite distinguido de Pe ∼ 1/S, lo que induce variaciones de
orden unidad en la temperatura y la densidad, requiriendo del uso de técnicas numéricas
para la descripción del problema fluidodinámico resultante. El análisis global de este
problema de escalas múltiples se realiza mediante desarrollos asintóticos acoplados, donde
el acoplamiento debe realizarse entre las soluciones semianaĺıticas de la región interior y las
soluciones numéricas obtenidas en la región de Oseen. El análisis presentado revela cuáles
son los parámetros adimensionales relevantes en cada una de las regiones y muestra que
la existencia de la llama altera significativamente la velocidad con la que la corriente de
aire incide sobre la gota, modificando por tanto su ritmo de vaporización y su resistencia
aerodinámica.

A continuación se expone un resumen más extenso de cada una de las tres partes de
las que se compone la presente tesis doctoral.

Mallas Óptimas para Métodos de Diferencias Finitas

El auge de los ordenadores, y su uso para la resolución numérica de problemas f́ısicos,
ha supuesto un incremento parejo de los métodos numéricos. Esto ha hecho que en las
últimas décadas se haya dedicado un gran esfuerzo a la búsqueda de métodos numéricos
cada vez mejores y más sencillos que tengan mejor precisión y sean más estables. Una
de las v́ıas de investigación es la de los métodos numéricos de alto orden, los cuales, a
igual número de nodos, presentan un error mucho menor que los métodos de segundo
orden. Por tanto, para alcanzar un determinado nivel de precisión, los métodos de alto
orden consumen menos memoria y requieren menos tiempo computacional, lo cual permite
atacar problemas más complejos en tiempos razonables.

Dependiendo de la regularidad de las soluciones de un problema dado, se pueden
aplicar unos métodos numéricos u otros para su obtención. Mientras que los métodos de
volúmenes finitos, elementos finitos y espectrales Galerkin hacen uso de la formulación
integral de las ecuaciones del problema, los métodos de diferencias finitas y los métodos
espectrales de colocación se basan en la formulación diferencial de las mismas. Estos dos
últimos grupos de métodos buscan imponer el sistema de ecuaciones del problema sobre
un conjunto finito de nodos, aproximando las derivadas espaciales que aparecen en dichas
ecuaciones mediante interpolantes que se construyen a partir de los valores nodales de la
solución.

Centrando la atención en los métodos de diferencias finitas y en los métodos espectrales
de colocación, cada uno de estos presenta ventajas e inconvenientes. Por un lado los
métodos espectrales de colocación no presentan inestabilidades numéricas, mientras que
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los métodos de diferencias finitas de alto orden son muy susceptibles a ello. A cambio,
estos últimos presentan una flexibilidad mucho mayor, que los hace muy atractivos para
la resolución de problemas más complejos.

Es sabido que el origen de las inestabilidades numéricas de los métodos de diferencias
finitas reside en la existencia de condiciones de contorno en el problema y en la manera en
que éstas son impuestas por el método numérico. Se ha invertido mucho tiempo en la com-
prensión de este problema y en la búsqueda de posibles soluciones. Por ejemplo la teoŕıa
GKS (Gustafsson, Kreiss y Sundström) proporciona condiciones suficientes para verificar
la estabilidad de un método de diferencias finitas y una metodoloǵıa para la imposición
estable de condiciones de contorno. Pero esta teoŕıa adolece de grandes limitaciones, pues
sólo es aplicable a mallas equiespaciadas y además su extensión a órdenes elevados es
dif́ıcil y tediosa. Existe otro enfoque, basado en una versión discreta de la conservación
de la enerǵıa del sistema, que también proporciona métodos de diferencias finitas que son
estables. El inconveniente de este enfoque reside en que la elección de la enerǵıa a medir
no es única y que su extensión a mallas no equiespaciadas y órdenes elevados también es
dif́ıcil y tediosa.

Si se permite que las mallas no sean equiespaciadas, entonces es sabido que la agru-
pación de nodos cerca de los extremos del intervalo del problema incrementa la estabilidad
de los métodos de diferencias finitas de alto orden. Este hecho, junto con la evidencia de
que los métodos espectrales de colocación de Chebyshev son muy estables, ha extendido
el uso de estos nodos agrupados. A pesar de que no hay una teoŕıa clara que explique
este efecto estabilizante de los nodos agrupados, śı que se han dado los primeros pasos
para relacionarlo con el fenómeno de Runge que aparece en las interpolaciones polinómicas
basadas en nodos equiespaciados. Uno de los aspectos que aún no dispone de una respuesta
satisfactoria es cuál debe ser la distribución de nodos que se ha de utilizar. El presente
trabajo busca precisamente dar una posible respuesta a dicha cuestión.

Si se quiere poder aplicar las ideas y técnicas del mundo de la interpolación a los
métodos de diferencias finitas, en primer lugar es necesario reformular la teoŕıa de dife-
rencias finitas en términos de interpolaciones polinómicas a trozos. La consecuencia más
inmediata de esta reinterpretación es la sustitución del omnipresente concepto asintótico
de orden q de un método, por el de grado q de los polinomios utilizados en la interpo-
lación polinómica a trozos equivalente. Esta sustitución del parámetro caracteŕıstico es
más consistente con la teoŕıa de los métodos espectrales y permite formular una teoŕıa
conjunta para los métodos de diferencias finitas y los métodos espectrales de colocación
de Chebyshev.

Para poder controlar y suprimir el fenómeno de Runge es preciso conocer los errores
que se cometen a la hora de aproximar funciones cont́ınuas por interpolantes. El error
local de interpolación ε(x) de una interpolación polinómica a trozos se define como la
diferencia entre el valor de la función a interpolar u(x) y el valor del interpolante I(x). Es
posible deducir una expresión sencilla para ε(x) que muestre claramente los dos factores
que contribuyen al error. Por un lado, la falta de regularidad de la función a interpolar
aumenta considerablemente los errores de interpolación; por desgracia nada puede hacerse
para evitar esto, dado que la función a interpolar viene impuesta. Por otro lado, la
distribución espacial de los nodos utilizados para la interpolación también tiene un efecto
importante sobre el error local de interpolación. Por tanto seŕıa posible minimizar uno
de los dos factores en el error ε(x) mediante una elección apropiada de los nodos de
interpolación.
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Resumen

Para el caso de interpolaciones polinómicas globales, Chebyshev demostró que existe
un conjunto de nodos, llamado ráıces de Chebyshev, que minimiza el error local de interpo-
lación. Si en vez de utilizar estos nodos óptimos se utiliza una distribución equiespaciada,
el interpolante presenta fuertes oscilaciones cerca de los extremos del intervalo de inter-
polación. Este fenómeno indeseado, que se evita utilizando las ráıces de Chebyshev, se
conoce por el nombre de fenómeno de Runge. Pero las ráıces de Chebyshev presentan el
inconveniente de no incluir a los puntos extremos del intervalo de interpolación, lo cual
dificulta la imposición de posibles condiciones de contorno. Por tanto es conveniente en-
contrar otra distribución de nodos que tenga propiedades semejantes a las de las ráıces de
Chebyshev, pero que incluya a los extremos del intervalo. Para ello se recurre a la teoŕıa
de los métodos espectrales de colocación de Chebyshev.

A partir de las ráıces de Chebyshev es posible definir los polinomios de Chebyshev que
tienen la propiedad de formar una base en el espacio de funciones, con lo que toda función
u(x) puede expresarse mediante una serie de Chebyshev. Si en cambio, la función u(x) sólo
se conoce en un conjunto discreto de nodos, entonces es posible construir un interpolante a
partir de los polinomios de Chebyshev que recibe el nombre de serie discreta de Chebyshev.
Es bien sabido que la serie discreta de Chebyshev sólo converge tan bien como la serie de
Chebyshev para dos determinados conjuntos discretos de nodos, que son las ráıces de los
polinomios de Chebyshev y los extremos de los polinomios de Chebyshev. Estos últimos
tienen además la ventaja de incluir a los puntos extremos del intervalo de interpolación,
con lo que reúnen todas las propiedades buscadas.

Pero cuando q < N , ni las ráıces de Chebyshev ni los extremos de Chebyshev minimizan
el error local de la interpolación polinómica a trozos. Para encontrar una distribución
de nodos que śı lo haga basta con aplicar las ideas desarrolladas por Chebyshev a las
interpolaciones polinómicas a trozos. Los nodos resultantes dependerán del número de
nodos N , al igual que las distribuciones de nodos de Chebyshev, y del grado q de los
polinomios que componen la interpolación polinómica a trozos. Dado que se utiliza la
misma filosof́ıa que en la teoŕıa de Chebyshev para definir estos nodos, que se denominarán
óptimos en adelante, no debe sorprender que para el caso particular de q = N se recuperen
los extremos de Chebyshev como nodos óptimos. Otro caso particular de interés es cuando
q � N . En ese caso la distribución óptima de nodos sólo se diferencia de la distribución
equiespaciada en las proximidades de los extremos del intervalo, donde un conjunto de
O(q) nodos es agrupado con el fin de controlar el error local de interpolación. Conviene
resaltar que la agrupación de nodos cerca de los extremos del intervalo no tiene nada que
ver con la f́ısica del problema a resolver, sino únicamente con la interpolación y con el
control de su error, al igual que en la teoŕıa de Chebyshev.

Por desgracia no es suficiente con que los errores locales de interpolación de una
interpolación polinómica a trozos sean pequeños para que los errores de discretización
también lo sean. El motivo de ello reside en que el operador en diferencias resultante
de la discretización del operador diferencial puede que no aproxime de forma correcta las
propiedades de éste. Si el operador diferencial en cuestión es normal, una comparación de
sus autovalores con los del operador en diferencias resultante es suficiente para obtener una
cota superior del error de discretización. Si en cambio el operador diferencial es no normal,
el análisis de autovalores no es suficiente y se hace necesario recurrir a los pseudoespectros
de los operadores. En definitiva se puede decir que un operador en diferencias aproxi-
ma correctamente al operador diferencial del cual procede si aproxima correctamente su
pseudoespectro.
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Para mostrar el potencial de los nodos óptimos propuestos y de los esquemas de dife-
rencias finitas asociados, se estudian dos problemas canónicos: la ecuación de ondas como
un ejemplo de operador normal y la ecuación de convección-difusión como un ejemplo
de operador no normal. La conclusión más importante del estudio de la ecuación de on-
das unidimensional es que las mallas óptimas propuestas proporcionan soluciones estables
para cualquier grado q, y que el error numérico de dichas soluciones decae con q y N ,
comportamientos que no se observan si se usan mallas equiespaciadas. De la aplicación
de los nodos óptimos a la ecuación de convección-difusión se extraen dos conclusiones. La
primera es que el operador en diferencias resultante aproxima muy bien el pseudoespectro
del operador diferencial para todo grado q, con lo que las soluciones transitorias resultantes
son correctas. Nuevamente este comportamiento no se observa si se usan mallas equies-
paciadas. La segunda es que el uso de mallas óptimas permite alcanzar grados q mucho
mayores que las mallas equiespaciadas, lo cual resulta ser ventajoso desde el punto de vista
del coste computacional requerido para alcanzar un cierto nivel de precisión. Por último
se muestra que la extensión del concepto de las mallas óptimas a multiples dimensiones
es inmediata mediante la solución de la ecuación de ondas bidimensional en un dominio
cuadrado de paredes perfectamente reflectantes.

Las conclusiones que se extraen del presente trabajo son las siguientes. Primeramente,
que los métodos de diferencias finitas deben usar unas mallas espećıficas acordes al número
total de nodos involucrados y al grado de los polinomios empleados, tal como sucede con
los métodos espectrales de colocación de Chebyshev. Segundo, que estos últimos no son
más que el caso particular de q = N de los métodos de diferencias finitas con mallas
óptimas. Y tercero, que la agrupación de nodos cerca de los extremos del intervalo es una
consecuencia del control del error de interpolación, y no de la naturaleza del problema a
resolver.

Dinámica de los Frentes de Llama en la Interacción de Tor-
bellinos con Llamas de Difusión

En la mayoŕıa de las aplicaciones prácticas las escalas caracteŕısticas asociadas a la com-
bustión son menores que las escalas más pequeñas de la turbulencia. Por eso la combustión
tiene lugar en forma de llamas laminares embebidas en delgadas capas de mezcla que se
ven distorsionadas y estiradas localmente por la acción de los torbellinos de diferentes
escalas. Este hecho ha llevado al desarrollo de una serie de modelos de elementos de llama
los cuales aproximan la llama turbulenta por un conjunto de elementos de llama lamina-
res, conocidos como flamelets, que pueden extinguirse localmente si son sometidos a un
estiramiento local supercŕıtico.

Por este motivo las interacciones de torbellinos con llamas de difusión presentan un
problema bien definido, de complejidad media, que permite estudiar la influencia que
tienen los efectos no estacionarios y de curvatura, aśı como los fenómenos de extinción
y reignición local, sobre la respuesta dinámica de la llama. Este tipo de estudios son
necesarios si se desea sustituir los modelos clásicos de elementos de llama aislados por
modelos más implicados que tengan en cuenta la posible extinción y reignición de los
distintos flamelets.

Es sabido, que las llamas triples, y en general los bordes de llama, juegan un papel
importante en la dinámica de las regiones localmente extinguidas de las llamas de difusión
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turbulentas. Tras la extinción local de la llama, el crecimiento o colapso de los agujeros
de llama (regiones en las cuales la reacción qúımica ya no tiene lugar) viene dada por el
comportamiento de los bordes de llama que la áıslan de la región aún activa de la misma.
Dicho comportamiento depende únicamente de las condiciones locales del flujo, lo que
permite el estudio de los frentes de llama de forma independiente del problema en el que
luego aparezcan.

En el presente trabajo se busca describir la dinámica de los bordes de llama que
aparecen tras la extinción local, inducida por un torbellino anular, de una llama de difusión
situada en la capa de mezcla que se forma entre dos corrientes opuestas de combustible y
oxidante. El análisis, confinado al entorno del punto de remanso, se basa en un modelo
sencillo para el campo de velocidades del torbellino anular, en la suposición de que las
densidades de los flujos de combustible y oxidante son iguales, y en la modelización de la
respuesta de los frentes de llama a las condiciones locales del flujo mediante una sencilla
ley anaĺıtica.

Cuando las densidades de las corrientes de combustible y oxidante son iguales, el campo
de velocidades en las proximidades del punto de remanso viene caracterizado por un es-
tiramiento A0 constante. Si además los números de Reynolds asociados al torbellino y
la capa de mezcla son grandes frente a la unidad, lo que equivale a que los efectos de
la viscosidad queden confinados a la delgada capa de mezcla y al pequeño núcleo del
torbellino, el campo de velocidades inducido por el torbellino anular, de intensidad adi-
mensional Γ̃, puede superponerse al campo de velocidades no perturbado de las corrientes
opuestas para proporcionar expresiones anaĺıticas del campo de velocidades instantáneo.
El movimiento axilsimétrico del torbellino anular resultará de la superposición de la ve-
locidad autoinducida por el propio torbellino y de la velocidad asociada al estiramiento
A0 de las corrientes opuestas.

La respuesta no estacionaria de la llama de difusión al campo de velocidades descrito
anteriormente, viene dada por la ecuación de conservación de la fracción de mezcla Z, un
escalar pasivo que, en el ĺımite de Burke-Schumann considerado, describe al completo la
qúımica de la capa de mezcla reactiva. Para torbellinos muy intensos, el enrollamiento que
sufre la llama de difusión por parte del torbellino introduce fuertes efectos de curvatura
e interacciones entre elementos de llama adyacentes, efectos que no pueden ser descritos
mediante aproximaciones del tipo capa ĺımite como las realizadas hasta la fecha. Por tanto,
es necesario resolver la ecuación de conservación de la fracción de mezcla al completo si
se desea describir correctamente la estructura de la capa de mezcla durante su interacción
con el torbellino.

El estiramiento adicional al que se ve sometida la llama de difusión a consecuencia del
torbellino puede llegar a inducir su extinción local si el valor local de la disipación escalar
χs = DT |∇Z|2s supera un determinado valor cŕıtico de extinción χs,e. Por ello, el cociente
entre dicho valor cŕıtico y el valor inicial no perturbado, R = χs,e/χs,0, representa una
medida de la robustez de la llama frente a perturbaciones fluidodinámicas, indicando lo
lejos que se encuentra de su extinción la llama inicial sin perturbar. La extinción local de
la llama da lugar a la formación de frentes de llama que separan las regiones extinguidas
de la llama de las regiones aún activas de la misma. La evolución de estos frentes de llama
vendrá dada por el efecto combinado de la velocidad de desplazamiento us de la superficie
estequiométrica y de la velocidad de propagación UF de los frentes de llama a lo largo de
dicha superficie estequiométrica.

La velocidad de desplazamiento us de la superficie estequiométrica es el resultado de
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la superposición del campo de velocidades no estacionario inducido por el torbellino y por
las corrientes opuestas, y de una velocidad de difusión debida a los efectos de curvatura y
difusión normal de la fracción de mezcla. Esta última es la responsable de las interacciones
entre elementos de llama adyacentes y de los efectos de curvatura que no son tenidos en
cuenta en estudios basados en aproximaciones del tipo capa ĺımite.

Por otro lodo, dada la composición de las corrientes de combustible y oxidante, la
velocidad de propagación UF de los frentes de llama, adimensionalizada con la velocidad
de propagación SL de la llama premezclada estequiométrica, depende únicamente del valor
local del número de Damköhler Da ∼ 1/χs. En este trabajo se ha optado por modelar dicha
dependencia mediante una expresión anaĺıtica aproximada dada la ausencia de resultados
publicados relativos a curvas UF/SL = f(Da) realistas que tengan en cuenta los fenómenos
de liberación de calor y la posibilidad de llamas triples asimétricas. Aunque en principio sea
posible obtener numéricamente la dependencia funcional mencionada, se puede anticipar
que la forma precisa de la curva no juega un papel importante en el presente estudio, dado
que las velocidades de desplazamiento us inducidas por el torbellino son mucho mayores
que UF.

Los principales parámetros adimensionales que caracterizan las interacciones de tor-
bellinos con llamas de difusión sometidas a estiramiento son la intensidad adimensional
del torbellino Γ̃, el número de Peclet Pe0 de la capa de mezcla sin perturbar y la robustez
inicial R de la llama. Para poder observar toda la fenomenoloǵıa de la extinción local y
posterior reignición mediante frentes de llama, es necesario que los susodichos parámetros
adimensionales cumplan ciertas relaciones entre śı y se encuentren a su vez en un determi-
nado rango de valores. Estas relaciones pueden plasmarse en un diagrama de reǵımenes
en el cual, conocidos los valores de los tres parámetros mencionados, es posible determinar
la fenomenoloǵıa que aparecerá en la interacción del torbellino con la llama de difusión.

Los resultados numéricos obtenidos a partir del modelo matemático propuesto han
sido comparados con visualizaciones experimentales que se han tomado de la literatura
existente. En todos los experimentos con los que se hacen comparaciones se ha verificado
que las condiciones experimentales proporcionan valores de los parámetros adimensionales
Γ̃ y Pe0 que aseguran la aplicabilidad del modelo propuesto. Para el caso de llamas muy
robustas, R� 1, no se observa extinción alguna de la llama, siendo ésta meramente enro-
llada por el torbellino y posteriormente separada del resto de la llama para ser transportada
por el propio torbellino. Para valores menores de la robustez empezará a producirse la
extinción local y posterior reignición de la llama.

Si el valor de R se encuentra en un determinado rango de valores es posible observar
una extinción anular, fenómeno que ya se ha detectado anteriormente en experimentos
realizados con hidrógeno. Si se disminuye la robustez de la llama, por ejemplo aumentando
la dilución del combustible, la extinción tiene lugar antes y además de forma axial. Esta
configuración es la que se observa con mayor facilidad al realizar experimentos, dado que
el rango de valores de R requerido para ello es mucho más amplio que para las extinciones
anulares. En el caso último de llamas muy débiles, R − 1 � 1, no se aprecia que el
torbellino enrolle la llama a su alrededor dado que la extinción se produce poco después
de que la llama comience a deformarse. Esta ausencia de enrollamiento de la llama se
suele dar en experimentos realizados con combustibles tales como el metano, cuyos valores
de extinción χs,e de la disipación escalar son bajos.

La evolución temporal de magnitudes integrales tales como la superficie total S de la
llama o el consumo total ṁF de combustible se ve fuertemente afectada por la interacción
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de la llama con el torbellino. Aśı, durante los instantes iniciales de la interacción y antes
de que de comienzo la extinción, ambas magnitudes aumentan a consecuencia de la de-
formación que sufre la llama y del aumento de la disipación escalar local. La extinción
local de la llama provoca entonces una brusca cáıda de ṁF y una moderada cáıda de S,
diferencia de comportamientos debida a que la extinción se inicia en regiones de la llama
donde el consumo de combustible es muy elevado. A medida que el torbellino avanza y
se enrolla la llama a su alrededor, tanto la superficie como el consumo van en aumento,
manteniendose dicha tendencia incluso después de producirse la separación de la llama
enrollada del resto de llama. Finalmente, la reignición completa de la llama que envuelve
al torbellino da paso a un régimen de continuo crecimiento o disminución de la superficie
y del consumo totales. Cuál de las dos tendencias tiene lugar, depende de las condiciones
concretas de la interacción.

En resumen, el análisis que se propone en el presente trabajo proporciona una marco
sencillo que resulta apropiado para el estudio de fenómenos tan relevantes como la extinción
axial o anular de llamas, su posterior reignición total o parcial, la dinámica de los frentes
de llama, etc. Por otro lado, la clara identificación de los tres parámetros adimensionales
que en definitiva gobiernan la interacción de un torbellino anular con una capa de mezcla
reactiva permite la creación de un diagrama de reǵımenes en el cual se recoge toda la
fenomenoloǵıa que puede darse durante la interacción.

El Efecto de la Combustión sobre la Resistencia y Vaporiza-
ción de Gotas de Combustible

En los motores de automoción y en la mayoŕıa de los dispositivos industriales para la
obtención de enerǵıa mecánica, los hidrocarburos de uso más frecuente se encuentran en
fase ĺıquida para las presiones y temperaturas atmosféricas t́ıpicas. La transformación de
la enerǵıa qúımica del combustible en enerǵıa térmica y mecánica se produce en la cámara
de combustión, en la cual el combustible es mezclado con el oxidante, t́ıpicamente aire, en
proporciones adecuadas para que la combustión se dé en condiciones óptimas. Dado que
el combustible se encuentra en estado ĺıquido, éste puede ser previamente evaporado, o
también puede ser inyectado directamente en la cámara, en cuyo caso la combustión tiene
lugar entre una fase ĺıquida de combustible y una fase gaseosa de oxidante.

Los tamaños de gota t́ıpicos que resultan de la atomización del combustible son consi-
derablemente menores que el tamaño caracteŕıstico de la cámara de combustión, e incluso
menores que las escalas más pequeñas de la turbulencia que se genera en dicha cámara
con el fin de favorecer el mezclado del combustible con el aire. En estas condiciones,
la vaporización y combustión de las gotas tiene lugar en un medio laminar, en el cual el
número de Peclet Pe = U∞a/DT∞, basado en la velocidad relativa entre la corriente de aire
y la gota, el radio de la gota y la difusión térmica, es pequeño frente a la unidad. Por tanto,
el estudio de la vaporización y combustión de gotas de combustible en el ĺımite de bajos
números de Peclet sirve como punto de partida para el desarrollo de modelos de dos fluidos
para la modelización de sprays de combustible, que tengan en cuenta de forma correcta los
procesos de vaporización y combustión que están tendiendo lugar. Adicionalmente, estos
estudios tienen aplicabilidad inmediata a las investigaciones que se realizan en condiciones
de microgravedad.

En el ĺımite considerado de bajos números de Peclet, la convección asociada a la ve-
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locidad U∞ de la corriente de aire incidente es en primera aproximación despreciable a
distancias r de la gota del orden del radio a de la gota. En ese caso, el flujo se debe exclusi-
vamente a la vaporización uniforme de la gota, dando lugar a configuraciones con simetŕıa
esférica que son fácilmente descritas incluso en el caso en el que la llama se encuentre
en dicha región. Pero la inclusión del efecto de la débil corriente de aire dificulta con-
siderablemente la descripción del flujo, requiriendo de simplificaciones adicionales para su
tratamiento anaĺıtico. Por ello, la supresión de los fenómenos de combustión ha dado lugar
a extensos estudios anaĺıticos acerca de la influencia que tiene la corriente de aire incidente
sobre el ritmo de vaporización y la resistencia aerodinámica de gotas de combustible. En
cambio, la retención de los fenómenos de combustión ha requerido, en la mayoŕıa de los
casos, considerar que la densidad y las propiedades de transporte son constantes. Esta
condición tan restrictiva sobre la densidad puede relajarse en el caso particular en el que
la llama esté situada a distancias de la gota del orden del radio a. En ese caso, la interac-
ción entre la corriente incidente y la llama es débil, y el problema sigue siendo abordable
anaĺıticamente.

Pero para los hidrocarburos más comunes, la estequiometŕıa global S = sYF0/YO2∞,
basada en la fracción másica de combustible YF0 de la gota, la fracción másica de ox́ıgeno
YO2∞ del aire y la masa s de ox́ıgeno quemada por unidad de masa de combustible, resulta
ser un número grande próximo a 15. En ese caso, la llama se sitúa a distancias de la gota
del orden de aS, viéndose por tanto afectada por la convección asociada a la corriente de
aire incidente si el número de Peclet es del orden de 1/S. Esto conlleva que el flujo en
las inmediaciones de la llama deja de presentar simetŕıa esférica, con lo que el problema
resulta mucho más complejo de describir. Además, las variaciones de temperatura debidas
al calor de combustión liberado por la llama inducen variaciones de orden unidad en la
densidad y en las propiedades de transporte, con lo que el problema fluidodinámico se ve
fuertemente acoplado al problema de combustión. Por ese motivo, la región de la llama
deja de admitir tratamiento anaĺıtico, requiriendose por tanto extensos cálculos numéricos
para su descripción.

El objetivo de la tercera parte del presente trabajo es estudiar la vaporización y com-
bustión de gotas de combustible en el caso relevante en el que la llama se encuentra situada
en la región de Oseen, lejos de la gota. El estudio, basado en un análisis de perturba-
ciones singulares para pequeños valores del número de Peclet, retiene los efectos de las
variaciones de densidad y de las propiedades de transporte tanto en las proximidades de la
gota como en la región de la llama, con lo que representa una extensión importante a los
trabajos existentes sobre el tema. La necesidad de cálculos numéricos para la descripción
de la región de la llama hace que el acoplamiento asintótico deba realizarse entre estas
soluciones numéricas para la región de Oseen y las soluciones semianaĺıticas que se ob-
tienen para la región interior. El ensamblaje de las distintas soluciones obtenidas permite
finalmente estudiar el efecto que tienen los fenómenos de combustión sobre el ritmo de
vaporización y sobre la resistencia aerodinámica de gotas de combustible.

Los procesos de combustión que tienen lugar entre el combustible proveniente de la
vaporización de la gota y el ox́ıgeno aportado por la corriente de aire, son descritos en el
presente trabajo por la ecuación de conservación de la fracción de mezcla Z, un escalar
pasivo que, en el ĺımite de Burke-Schumann considerado, describe al completo la qúımica
del problema. La respuesta fluidodinámica a los procesos de vaporización y combustión
viene dada por las ecuaciones de Navier-Stokes en el ĺımite de bajos números de Mach, en
el cual las variaciones de densidad son debidas únicamente a variaciones en la tempera-
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tura, excluyendo por tanto la influencia de los posibles fenómenos acústicos que pudieran
aparecer. El ritmo de vaporización λ de la gota, a determinar como parte de la solución del
problema, es debido al calor que la fase gaseosa cede a la gota por conducción. Este calor
se invierte en su totalidad en el proceso de vaporización del combustible, al considerarse
que el interior de la gota se encuentra a la misma temperatura que su superficie, que será
la temperatura de ebullición del combustible en cuestión.

La existencia en el flujo de dos regiones bien distinguidas permite abordar el problema
mediante técnicas asintóticas singulares. El flujo en la región próxima a la gota, donde los
términos viscosos son dominantes, presenta en primera aproximación una simetŕıa esférica
que puede describirse de forma anaĺıtica incluso en el caso de densidad y propiedades de
transporte variables. La llama, situada en primera aproximación en el infinito, sólo aparece
a través de la temperatura adiabática de la llama Te, caracterizada por el parámetro
adimensional de liberación de calor γ = (Te − T∞)/T∞, que la solución en la región
interior debe alcanzar lejos de la gota.

Desde el punto de vista de la región de Oseen, en la que se encuentra la llama, la
solución radial de la región interior se manifiesta como una fuente puntual de fracción de
mezcla, de intensidad igual al ritmo de vaporización de la gota, que no opone resistencia
alguna al flujo. La solución asintótica en esta región exterior debe de obtenerse de forma
numérica. A grandes rasgos, la corriente en la región de Oseen se ve fuertemente frenada
por la presencia de la llama, que induce variaciones de orden unidad en la densidad y por
tanto una expansión del flujo. Por otro lado la resistencia nula de la fuente puntual hace
que la deflexión del flujo sea mı́nima.

Para poder ver el efecto combinado de la llama y la corriente incidente sobre el ritmo
de vaporización y la resistencia aerodinámica de la gota, es necesario retener el siguiente
término del desarrollo asintótico de la solución en la región interior. Las ecuaciones corres-
pondientes pueden reducirse a un sistema lineal de ecuaciones diferenciales ordinarias de
coeficientes variables, cuya solución debe obtenerse de forma numérica. Las condiciones
de contorno a imponer en el infinito vienen dadas por los valores que en el origen alcanza
la solución calculada en la región de Oseen. Por tanto, el efecto de la existencia de la
llama en la lejańıa de la gota, desde el punto de vista de la región interior, se traduce
principalmente en una alteración de las caracteŕısticas de la corriente de aire que incide
sobre la gota.

A partir de las propiedades termodinámicas de los hidrocarburos más comunes, tales
como el hexano, heptano, octano, etc., se obtienen los rangos de valores relevantes de los
parámetros adimensionales que gobiernan el problema. A partir de dichos parámetros se
determina el ritmo de vaporización λ0, que en primera aproximación sólo depende de la
existencia de la llama. A continuación se estudia la influencia que tienen los valores del
ritmo de vaporización generalizado λ̂0 = (Pe/ZS)λ0, con ZS = 1/(S+1), y del parámetro de
liberación de calor γ sobre el flujo en la región de Oseen, dado que los demás parámetros
adimensionales del problema, o no son relevantes para dicha región, o se manifiestan a
través del valor que alcanza λ̂0. Para un valor intermedio del ritmo de vaporización
generalizado se discuten las caracteŕısticas del flujo en la región de Oseen. Posteriormente,
se analiza la influencia que tiene el ritmo de vaporización generalizado λ̂0 sobre la velocidad
vo y la fracción de mezcla Zo que se alcanzan en el origen, y que sirven de condiciones
de contorno para el siguiente término del desarrollo asintótico de la solución en la región
interior. Finalmente, la resolución del problema en la región interior propociona por
un lado una corrección λ1 al ritmo de vaporización, debida al efecto combinado de la
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combustión y de la corriente incidente, y la resistencia aerodinámica D de la gota. El
análisis realizado muestra que ambas magnitudes, λ1 y D, aumentan a medida que lo hace
el ritmo de vaporización generalizado λ̂0.

En resumen, el presente estudio combina un análisis asintótico para pequeños valores
del número de Peclet con soluciones numéricas del flujo en la región de Oseen. El análisis,
que retiene las variaciones de densidad y de las propiedades de transporte en todo el flujo,
permite identificar los parámetros adimensionales relevantes y cuantificar el efecto de la
corriente incidente y de la combustión sobre el ritmo de vaporización y la resistencia de la
gota.
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CHAPTER

ONE

Optimum Grids for Finite Difference Methods

1.1 Introduction

The raise of computers and their use to solve physical problems numerically, have con-
stantly increased the relevance of numerical methods. This has lead over the past decades
to a continuous search for easier and better methods with greater accuracy and stability.
High order numerical methods present much less error than second order methods for the
same number of nodes, or degrees of freedom. The benefits in terms of required resources
and computational time to achieve a certain level of accuracy are clear [WR97, CL04]. Ad-
ditionally, problems characterized by small length scales cannot be addressed nowadays
without the use of high order numerical methods. Computational acoustics and aeroa-
coustics, prediction of transition and direct numerical simulation of turbulence are typical
examples of such problems [CL04, MM98].

Depending on the regularity of the solutions, different numerical methods have been de-
veloped. While finite volume, finite element, and spectral Galerkin methods are obtained
from the integral formulation of the problem, finite difference and spectral collocation
methods are derived from the differential form [Fle96]. Finite difference and spectral col-
location methods seek to enforce the system of partial differential equations of the problem
on a discrete set of collocation nodes. To approximate the derivatives in the equations,
an interpolant is built using the nodal values. The nature of the interpolant and of the
chosen collocation nodes gives rise to the different numerical methods: trigonometric and
Chebyshev interpolants for Fourier and Chebyshev collocation methods, and polynomials
for finite difference formulas [For98b, Boy01]. Fourier and Chebyshev collocation methods
have demonstrated to be superior than finite difference methods in terms of error and
stability. While spectral methods do not exhibit numerical instabilities [CHQZ88], high
order finite difference methods are prone to them [Zin97].

To analyze the stability of difference operators, different approaches have to be followed
depending on the nature of the problem. For normal problems, the behaviour of the
system is fully characterized by the spectrum of the operator. Therefore, the absence
of eigenvalues with positive real parts ensures stability and bounded errors at all times
[Tre97]. In contrast, for non–normal problems, the eigenvalues are only relevant for the
asymptotic behaviour of the system, allowing arbitrarily large transient growth at finite
times. To overcome this limitation, the pseudospectra of the operator have to be studied,
leading to necessary and sufficient conditions for stability at all times [Tre97].

The instabilities of finite difference metods have been related to the way they treat
boundary conditions. Various approaches have been proposed to cure the problem. When
uniform grids are used, GKS (Gustafsson, Kreiss and Sundström) theory [GKS72] pro-
vides a sufficient test for stability and a recipe for obtaining stable boundary treat-
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1. Optimum Grids for Finite Difference Methods

ments [CGA93, CGA94], that do not cause radiation of spurious waves into the com-
putational domain [Tre83]. Another approach, based on the energy method and the
boundness of the numerical energy, leads to modified stable finite difference schemes
[Str94, Ols95a, Ols95b, MN04]. When non–uniform grids are used, clustering of nodes
close to the boundaries cures the instability problems of high order numerical methods
[Her02, ZT03]. This fact, together with the evidence that Chebyshev collocation methods
do not suffer from stability problems, have prompted the use of clustered nodes at the
boundaries by several authors [WR97, ZT03].

The approximation of smooth functions by polynomial interpolations on equispaced
nodes can give rise to vigorous oscillations of the interpolant near the boundaries. This un-
desired effect is known as Runge phenomenon [IK94, Ueb97, Tre00]. A well known remedy
to this problem is to use the Chebyshev roots as interpolation nodes, which eliminate these
undesired oscillations and lead to well–behaved polynomial interpolations. Some progress
has been made to explain the kind of clustering required in finite difference methods by
analyzing the Runge phenomenon [WR97, ZT03, Hag00]. However, the question of which
node distributions should be used is still not answered.

The purpose of the present work is to further investigate the link between the stability
of finite difference methods and the Runge phenomenon, and to show that the suppression
of the vigorous oscillations through a suitable choice of collocation nodes leads to stable
finite difference methods.

The chapter is organized as follows. Section 1.2 reformulates the finite difference meth-
ods in terms of piecewise polynomial interpolations on non–uniform grids, while Section
1.3 discusses the different factors contributing to the interpolation errors. Thereafter,
Section 1.4 briefly reviews the polynomial interpolations with minimum error, introducing
the Chebyshev roots as the grids of choice. Then, Section 1.5 justifies the Chebyshev-
Gauss-Lobatto points used by Chebyshev collocation methods as nearly optimum grids
that include the boundaries. Section 1.6 presents the algorithm for obtaining the optimum
grids that minimize the error of piecewise polynomial interpolations, followed by discus-
sions of the resulting interpolation errors and node distributions. Thereafter, Section 1.7
analyzes the spatial discretization errors resulting from the discretization of differential
operators. The performance of the use of optimum grids is shown in Section 1.8 by solving
several normal and non–normal problems. The wave equation with reflecting bound-
ary conditions is studied in Section 1.8.1, while Section 1.8.2 deals with the non–normal
convection–diffusion operator and its transient solutions. Then, Section 1.8.3 extends the
optimum grids to multiple dimensions by solving the wave equation in a two–dimensional
square box. Finally, Section 1.8.4 compares the proposed finite difference methods with
other high order numerical methods and analyzes its computational cost for the solution
of a convection–diffusion problem.

1.2 Finite differences via piecewise polynomial interpola-
tions

We consider the following initial boundary value problem for u(x, t) given by the evolution
equation

∂u

∂t
= L

(
u,
∂u

∂x
,
∂2u

∂x2

)
(1.1)
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1.2. Finite differences via piecewise polynomial interpolations

and the boundary and initial conditions

B1(u, ∂u/∂x) = 0, x = −1,
B2(u, ∂u/∂x) = 0, x = +1,

(1.2)

u(x, 0) = f(x), ∀x ∈ [−1,+1]. (1.3)

Equation (1.1) allows to evolve u(x, t), constrained by the boundary conditions (1.2), from
the initial condition (1.3) to a desired time t > 0.

We obtain an approximate solution to the formulated differential problem by discretiz-
ing the spatial domain [−1,+1] in N + 1 nodes {xi, i = 0, . . . , N} and considering the
corresponding nodal values ui(t) as unknowns of our semidiscrete problem, whose tempo-
ral evolution is governed by the following system of ordinary differential equations

dui

dt
= Li(u0, u1, . . . , uN ), i = 1, . . . , N − 1, (1.4)

and the following constraints and initial conditions

B1(u0, u1, . . . , uN ) = 0, i = 0,
B2(u0, u1, . . . , uN ) = 0, i = N,

(1.5)

ui(0) = f(xi), i = 0, . . . , N. (1.6)

To obtain the difference operator (1.4) and boundary conditions (1.5) that approxi-
mate their differential counterparts (1.1) and (1.2), we construct a piecewise polynomial
interpolant for the sufficiently smooth function u(x, t) that matches the discrete values
ui(t) at xi. This interpolant is used to approximate the derivatives of u(x, t) at the nodes
xi, leading finally to the semidiscretized problem (1.4)-(1.6).

Each of the individual interpolants Ii(x) that form the piecewise approximation is only
valid in a subdomain Ωi that includes the node xi and is defined as:

Ωi : [xi−1/2, xi+1/2), i = 0, . . . , N, (1.7)

where the subdomain limits xi−1/2 and xi+1/2 are not relevant for the moment and, there-
fore, their definition will be postponed. To build these interpolating polynomials of degree
q ≤ N , we force them to satisfy a set of q + 1 distinct pairs of values (xj , uj(t)). The
resulting expressions for Ii(x) can easily be obtained through the Lagrange interpolation
formulae [For98a, Hil87]:

Ii(x) =
si+q∑
j=si

`j(x)uj , `j(x) =
q∏

m=0
si+m6=j

x− xsi+m

xj − xsi+m
. (1.8)

For centered finite difference formulas, the polynomial degree q has to be chosen even, and

s = {0, . . . , 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
q/2 times

, 0, 1, . . . , N − q︸ ︷︷ ︸
centered FD

, N − q, . . . , N − q︸ ︷︷ ︸
q/2 times

}. (1.9)

The resulting finite difference expressions for the derivatives of u(x, t) will be centered for
nodes xi sufficiently far away from the boundaries of the interval [x0, xN ], whereas close
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1. Optimum Grids for Finite Difference Methods

x10x0 x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6 x7 x8 x9

s10 = 4

s0 = 0
s1 = 0
s2 = 0
s3 = 0
s4 = 1
s5 = 2
s6 = 3
s7 = 4
s8 = 4
s9 = 4

Centered stencils

Figure 1.1: Stencils of the individual interpolants Ii(x) for a piecewise polynomial interpolation
of degree q = 6 on 11 nodes (N = 10). The dashed box separates the centered stencils from those
affected by the presence of the boundaries.

to the boundaries these expressions will be biased towards the center of the interval, as
can be seen in Figure 1.1, which shows the stencils of the interpolants for the case q = 6
and N = 10.

If the polynomial degree q is chosen odd instead, then

s = { 0, . . . , 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
(q−1)/2 times

, 0, 1, . . . , N − q︸ ︷︷ ︸
uncentered FD

, N − q, . . . , N − q︸ ︷︷ ︸
(q+1)/2 times

}, (1.10)

and the resulting finite difference expressions will be slightly uncentered to the right.

1.3 Interpolation errors associated to a given grid

The pointwise error between u(x, t) and the piecewise polynomial interpolant is defined
as:

εi(x) = u(x, t)− Ii(x), ∀x ∈ Ωi. (1.11)

Again, a simple expression for εi(x) can be obtained through the Lagrange interpolation
formulae for the case of sufficiently smooth functions [Hil87]:

εi(x) = πi(x)
u(q+1)(ξ)
(q + 1)!

, (1.12)

where ξ = ξ(x) is some point in the interval [xsi , xsi+q], and πi(x) is the following polyno-
mial of degree q + 1:

πi(x) =
q∏

m=0

(x− xsi+m). (1.13)
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Figure 1.2: Absolute value of the polynomial factor π(x) for q = N = 10: (a) Equispaced nodes,
(b) Chebyshev roots.

Two different factors contribute to the pointwise error εi(x) in (1.12): (i) the (q + 1)st
derivative of the interpolated function u(x, t) and (ii) the polynomial factor πi(x). In
order to reduce the interpolation error, nothing can be done to improve the regularity of
the function to interpolate, whereas the magnitude of πi(x) can be minimized by properly
selecting the interpolation nodes xi. To enlighten our discussion, we consider in the next
section the particular case of q = N .

1.4 Interpolations with minimum error

When q = N , only one polynomial can be constructed out of the N + 1 interpolation
nodes and, therefore, all the interpolants Ii(x) collapse into one. The polynomial factor
in (1.12) is also the same for all interpolants and is given by

π(x) = (x− x0)(x− x1) · · · (x− xN ). (1.14)

It is well known [For98b, Boy01, IK94, Ueb97, Tre00], that the use of equally spaced
nodes xi leads to large oscillations of π(x) near the boundaries of the interval [x0, xN ], and
therefore to large interpolation errors. This undesired effect, known as Runge phenomenon,
can be observed in Figure 1.2(a), where the absolute value of π(x) is represented on the
interval [−1,+1] for the case N = 10. The extrema of π(x) in Figure 1.2(a), which are
located between adjacent nodes, are significantly larger close to the boundaries than far
from them.

The question regarding which nodes minimize the oscillations of the polynomial factor
was addressed by Chebyshev [IK94], who demonstrated that the polynomial π(x) of degree
N + 1 with the smallest oscillations is the one, whose roots are given by

xi = cos
(
π

2i+ 1
2N + 2

)
, i = 0, . . . , N. (1.15)

If these Chebyshev roots are used as interpolation nodes, then the underlying interpola-
tion has the lowest achievable pointwise error. Chebyshev showed, that a necessary and
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1. Optimum Grids for Finite Difference Methods

sufficient condition for this property is that all the extrema of π(x) reach the same value.
This can be seen in Figure 1.2(b), where again the absolute value of π(x) is shown, but
this time using the nodes given by (1.15).

The main drawback of these nodes is the absence of the locations x = ±1, which is
an inconvenience for the enforcement of boundary conditions at the limits of the interval.
Therefore, a more convenient set of nodes has to be found. This problem has already been
solved by the Chebyshev collocation methods.

1.5 Chebyshev collocation methods

For each value of N , the Chebyshev roots define the Chebyshev polynomial TN+1(x) of
degree N + 1. These polynomials build a basis in functional space and can be used to
represent a sufficiently smooth function u(x, t) through the Chebyshev series

u(x, t) =
∞∑

k=0

ûkTk(x), (1.16)

where ûk are the coefficients of the series obtained by projecting u(x, t) onto the individual
basis functions [CHQZ88]. If u(x, t) is only known at a discrete set of nodes, the discrete
Chebyshev series can be used to construct the polynomial interpolant

I(x) =
N∑

k=0

ũkTk(x), (1.17)

where the coefficients ũk are obtained by forcing the interpolant I(x) to satisfy a set of
N+1 distinct pairs of values (xi, ui(t)), just as we did before with the piecewise polynomial
interpolant:

{ui} = [Tk(xi)] {ũk}. (1.18)

The error associated to the discrete Chebyshev series will be

ε(x) = u(x)− I(x) =
∞∑

k=N+1

ûkTk(x) +
N∑

k=0

(ûk − ũk)Tk(x), (1.19)

where the first term decays exponentially fast to zero as N → ∞, a property known as
spectral accuracy [CHQZ88]. The second term, known as aliasing error, represents the
error committed by approximating the coefficients ûk of the series by the coefficients ũk

obtained through collocation. Only two sets of collocation nodes make the aliasing error
decay equally fast as the first term [Boy01, CHQZ88]: the roots of TN+1(x), also known
as Chebyshev-Gauss points, and the extrema of TN (x), also known as Chebyshev-Gauss-
Lobatto points, given by

xi = cos
(
π
i

N

)
, i = 0, . . . , N. (1.20)

The Chebyshev-Gauss-Lobatto points include the locations x = ±1 and are, therefore, the
ones we are looking for. Although with these nodes the polynomial factor π(x) does not
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Figure 1.3: (a) Absolute value of the polynomial factor π(x) for q = N = 10 using Chebyshev-
Gauss-Lobatto points. (b) Rate of decay of |π(x)|max with the number of nodes N : Chebyshev-
Gauss points (dotted), Chebyshev-Gauss-Lobatto points (solid), and equispaced nodes (dashed).

oscillate uniformly, as seen in Figure 1.3(a), the resulting polynomial interpolant is almost
as good as the one using Chebyshev-Gauss points. This can be seen in Figure 1.3(b), where
the rate of decay of the maximum value of |π(x)| is shown. The committed error using
equispaced nodes is several orders of magnitude larger than when using Chebyshev-Gauss
or Chebyshev-Gauss-Lobatto points.

In the next section, we will proceed similarly and apply the same philosophy to the
generic case q < N .

1.6 Optimum grids for piecewise polynomial interpolations

When q < N , neither the Chebyshev-Gauss nor the Chebyshev-Gauss-Lobatto points min-
imize the pointwise error of the piecewise polynomial interpolation. To find the optimum
grid for q < N , and in order to recover the Chebyshev-Gauss-Lobatto points for q = N ,
two piecewise polynomial interpolations are considered: one of degree q − 1 based on the
unknown nodes y1, . . . , yN , and a second one of degree q based on the extrema x0, . . . , xN

of the first one, which include x0 = −1 and xN = +1. By imposing equal maximum
amplitudes for all the polynomial factors πi(x), the optimum grid x0, . . . , xN is obtained.

The algorithm can be summarized as follows:

1. Consider N unknown nodes y1, . . . , yN in the interval [−1,+1] and build out of them
a piecewise polynomial interpolation of degree q − 1.

2. Look for the extremum of each polynomial factor πi(x) in its subdomain [yi, yi+1)

π′i(x) = 0, i = 1, . . . , N − 1 (1.21)

and label the extrema as x1, . . . , xN−1. Complete the set with the locations x0 = −1
and xN = +1.
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Figure 1.4: (a) Values of |πi(x)| in their respective subdomains Ωi for the optimum grid with
q = 6 and N = 10. (b) Grid spacing ∆xi = xi+1 − xi of the optimum grid (solid), the Chebyshev-
Gauss-Lobatto grid (dotted), and the equispaced grid (dashed).

3. Impose equal amplitudes at the extrema of the polynomial factors:

|π1(x0)| = |π1(x1)| = |π2(x2)| = . . . = |πN−1(xN−1)| = |πN−1(xN )|. (1.22)

Since the locations of the extrema x1, . . . , xN−1 depend on y1, . . . , yN , the above
conditions represent a system of N equations for the N unknowns y1, . . . , yN .

4. Known the values of y1, . . . , yN , build the piecewise polynomial interpolation of
degree q using x0, . . . , xN as collocation nodes. The subdomains for the different
interpolants will be

Ω0 = [−1, y1), Ωi = [yi, yi+1), ΩN = [yN ,+1], (1.23)

which finally gives the definition for the subdomain limits (1.7) introduced before.

In order to see the aspect of these optimum grids, let us consider a piecewise polynomial
interpolation of degree q = 6 on N = 10 nodes. Figure 1.4(a) shows the absolute value
of the polynomial factors πi(x) in their respective subdomains Ωi. The general shape
resembles the one in Figure 1.3(a), which corresponds to q = N = 10 using Chebyshev-
Gauss-Lobatto points. The clearly visible discontinuities in Figure 1.4(a) are located at
the subdomain limits yi and are caused by a change of subdomain Ωi and interpolating
polynomial, in accordance with the stencils given in Figure 1.1. Figure 1.4(b) shows the
corresponding grid spacing ∆xi = xi+1 − xi.

Two different limiting cases are very enlightening: (i) q = N and (ii) q � N . In
the first case, the proposed algorithm matches the steps followed in the previous sections
and, therefore, returns the extrema of TN (x) as collocation nodes x0, . . . , xN and the
roots of TN (x) as subdomain limits y1, . . . , yN . Since there is a unique interpolating
polynomial of degree N , the expressions for the Lagrange interpolation and the discrete
Chebyshev series coincide, and all the properties of the Chebyshev collocation methods
are enforceable, specially their spectral accuracy [For98b, Boy01]. In the second case,
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Figure 1.5: (a) Values of |πi(x)| in their respective subdomains Ωi for the optimum grid with
q = 6 and N = 30. (b) Grid spacing ∆xi = xi+1 − xi of the optimum grid (solid), the Chebyshev-
Gauss-Lobatto grid (dotted), and the equispaced grid (dashed).
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Figure 1.6: (a) Grid spacing of the optimum grid (solid) for N = 50 and q = 10, 20, 30, 40,
the Chebyshev-Gauss-Lobatto grid (dotted), and the equispaced grid (dashed). (b) Variation of
|π(x)|max (solid) and ∆xmin,Ch/∆xmin (dashed) with q for the optimum grid with N = 50.

when q � N , only a few points O(q) close to the boundaries need to be displaced in
order to control the oscillations of the pointwise error. Far from them, the influence of
the boundaries is negligible and the resulting node distribution is equispaced. This can
be seen in Figure 1.5, where 1.5(a) shows the absolute value of the polynomial factors
πi(x) in their respective subdomains Ωi and 1.5(b) the grid spacing ∆xi = xi+1−xi of the
optimum grid, both for a piecewise polynomial interpolation of degree q = 6 on N = 30
nodes.

Finally, when q < N , most of the nodes are affected by the presence of the boundaries
and the resulting node distributions are in between the two limiting cases. This can be
seen in Figure 1.6(a), where the grid spacing of optimum grids for different values of q
and N = 50 are shown. As the degree of the interpolation increases, the node distribution
approaches the Chebyshev-Gauss-Lobatto distribution, while for small values of q it is
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1. Optimum Grids for Finite Difference Methods

more close to the equispaced one. Figure 1.6(b) shows how the maximum value of the
polynomial factors |πi(x)| varies with q for N = 50. For certain values of q, the maximum
value of the polynomial factor is smaller than the corresponding Chebyshev interpolation.
Figure 1.6(b) also shows that the minimum grid spacing ∆xmin is greater than the one of
the Chebyshev-Gauss-Lobatto grid ∆xmin,Ch.

The clustering of grid nodes caused by the use of optimum grids is independent of the
problem to be solved, and has only to do with the interpolation, just as in Chebyshev
collocation methods.

1.7 Spatial discretization errors

Until now, we were only concerned with the interpolation errors of piecewise polynomial
interpolations. But small interpolation errors do not necessarily mean small spatial dis-
cretization errors, as these may grow unbounded or present anomalous transient behaviours
due to spatial discretizations [Her02].

We define the spatial discretization errors as the differences between the exact solution
u(x, t) at the collocation nodes and the solution ui(t) of the semidiscrete problem (1.4)–
(1.6):

Ei(t) = u(xi, t)− ui(t), i = 1, . . . , N − 1. (1.24)

A system of equations for their temporal evolution can be obtained by substracting (1.4)
from (1.1) at the collocation nodes. For linear differential operators in (1.1),

dE

dt
= AE +R, (1.25)

where A is the N − 1×N − 1 matrix which is the difference operator with homogeneous
boundary conditions, and R(t) is the N − 1 column vector with the truncation errors,
which for linear operators are given by:

Ri = L(ε)|xi
, i = 1, . . . , N − 1, (1.26)

being ε(x) the interpolation error defined in (1.11). If A is constant, then (1.25) has the
following analytical solution:

E(t) = eAtE(0) +
∫ t

0
eA(t−τ)R(τ) dτ. (1.27)

Assuming that the initial condition is exact, the spatial discretization error at t = T can
be bounded by

‖E‖ ≤ sup
t∈[0,T ]

‖eAt‖ sup
t∈[0,T ]

‖R‖T. (1.28)

For vectors, ‖ · ‖ denotes the weighted vector norm that approximates the continuous
L2–norm on functions [RSH93, TE05], and for matrices it denotes the corresponding sub-
ordinate matrix norm. For normal problems (AAT = ATA), the norm of the fundamental
matrix eAt can be expressed in terms of the spectral abcissa α(A) [Tre97]:

‖eAt‖ = eαt, α(A) = sup
z∈Λ(A)

Rez, (1.29)
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where Λ(A) is the spectrum of A. Hence, the stability of the discrete problem assures
that the spatial discretization errors are bounded by the truncation errors. However, for
non–normal problems, the spectrum only represents the asymptotic behaviour as t →
∞ [Tre97, TE05]. To also assure small spatial discretization errors for finite times, the
pseudospectra of the matrix A can be used [Tre97]. For each ε ≥ 0, let us define a subset
of the complex plane, the ε–pseudospectrum of A, as follows:

Λε(A) = {z ∈ C : ‖(zI−A)−1‖ ≥ ε−1}. (1.30)

The pseudospectra of A can then be used to obtain, for αε > 0, the following bounds for
the norm of the fundamental matrix [Tre97, Gre02]:

αε

ε
≤ sup

t∈[0,T ]
‖eAt‖ ≤ Lε

2πε
eαεtmax , αε(A) = sup

z∈Λε(A)
Rez, (1.31)

where αε(A) is the ε–pseudospectral abscissa of A, Lε is the arc length of the boundary of
Λε and tmax is the time, of order unity, at which the maximum value of ‖eAt‖ is achieved.
Different values of ε ≥ 0 lead to different lower and upper bounds, and the largest and
lowest of all of them, respectively, give precise bounds of the norm of the fundamental
matrix.

1.8 Numerical examples

To show the goodness of the proposed optimum grids and their associated finite difference
schemes, we apply them to two representative problems: the wave equation as an example
of normal problems and the convection–diffusion equation as an example of non–normal
problems. Then, the extension to multiple dimensions is demonstrated by solving mul-
tiple reflexions of a pressure wave inside a two–dimensional rectangular box. Finally, a
comparison with other high order numerical methods is made and the computational cost
of the proposed finite difference methods analyzed.

Time integration has been accomplished by a classical fourth order Runge–Kutta
method. Since we are only interested in the spatial discretization errors, time steps have
been chosen small enough to ensure negligible time integration errors.

1.8.1 1D wave equation

We consider the one–dimensional wave equation

∂2p

∂t2
=
∂2p

∂x2
(1.32)

with the following boundary and initial conditions,

∂p

∂x
(0, t) = 0,

∂p

∂x
(1, t) = 0, (1.33)

p(x, 0) = e−500(x−0.5)2 ,
∂p

∂t
(x, 0) = 0, ∀x ∈ [0, 1]. (1.34)
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Figure 1.7: (a) Numerical solutions for the wave equation at t = 0.6 obtained with N = 50 and
∆t = 0.0001 on an equispaced grid. (b) Eigenvalues of the difference operator for q = 8.

Introducing the auxiliary variable v = ∂p/∂t, the differential operator in (1.1) for the
variables (p, v) will be

L(p, v) =
(
v,
∂2p

∂x2

)T

. (1.35)

The interest in this test case, of hyperbolic character, resides in the existence of a temporal
periodic solution which allows the exact determination of spatial discretization errors. In
this case, the matrix A resulting from the spatial discretization of the problem is normal,
which means that the eigenvalues of A determine its behaviour and that of the spatial
discretization error [Tre97].

It is well known, that when high order finite difference methods are applied to hyper-
bolic problems on uniform grids, the discretized boundary conditions may lead to unstable
difference operators [GKS72, CGA93, CGA94]. This can be observed in Figure 1.7(a),
where stable numerical solutions are obtained for q ≤ 6 while unstable behaviours arise
for q ≥ 8. The instabilities come from the existence of eigenvalues with positive real parts,
as shown in Figure 1.7(b), where the spectrum of A for q = 8 is shown.

The cure for these numerically induced instabilities can be found in the proposed
optimum grids. Figure 1.8(a) compares different solutions at t = 10 obtained with different
degrees q, showing that stable behaviours are achieved for all values of q. Finally, Figure
1.8(b) shows the rate of decay of the spatial discretization error until round–off with the
number of nodes for different values of q.

1.8.2 1D convection–diffusion equation

We consider the one–dimensional convection–diffusion equation

∂u

∂t
=
∂u

∂x
+
∂2u

∂x2
(1.36)

with the following boundary and initial conditions,

u(0, t) = 0, u(d, t) = 0, (1.37)
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Figure 1.8: (a) Numerical solutions for the wave equation at t = 10 obtained with N = 50 and
∆t = 0.0001 on optimum grids. (b) Rate of decay of the maximum discretization error |E|max

with N for q = 4, 8, . . . , 28.

u(x, 0) = e−(x−3d/4)2/2, ∀x ∈ [0, d]. (1.38)

The aim of this test case is to show the impact of different spatial discretizations on the
prediction of transient behaviours of non–normal problems. We have chosen N = 30 and
d = 40 to allow direct comparisons with previous work done by Reddy & Trefethen [RT94].

Figure 1.9(a) shows the numerical solution at t = 1 obtained using a piecewise poly-
nomial interpolation of degree q = 12 on an equispaced grid. Although the numerical
method is asymptotically stable, as the eigenvalues in Figure 1.9(b) indicate, the transient
solution presents an anomalous peak that reaches a value of order 10. The explanation
of it can be found in the pseudospectra of the difference operator shown in Figure 1.9(b),
which significantly protrudes for ε = 10−1 into the right half–plane. The consequence
of it are large lower and upper bounds for ‖eAt‖ as given by (1.31), allowing for spatial
discretization errors which are larger than the truncation errors.

Instead, if an optimum grid is used, the transient solution behaves correctly and the
pseudospectra does not protrude anomaly into the right half–plane, as seen in Figures
1.9(c) and 1.9(d), leading to smaller lower and upper bounds for ‖eAt‖ and, consequently,
to spatial discretization errors of the same order as the truncation errors.

In view of the results, it seems reasonable to expect, that a good spatial discretization
not only approximates correctly the eigenvalues of the differential operator, but also its
pseudospectra [Her02, RT94]. Reddy & Trefethen [RT94] pointed out, that good agree-
ments in the vicinity of the imaginary axis correspond to smooth solutions that are well
resolved by the discretization. Such good agreements can be observed in Figure 1.10,
where the eigenvalues and pseudospectra of difference operators, obtained for different
values of q, are shown together with the ones of the differential operator.

Remarkable is the fact, that the finite difference method with optimum nodes and
q = 14 performs similar as the Chebyshev collocation method in terms of approximating
the eigenvalues and pseudospectra of the differential operator.
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Figure 1.9: Transient behaviour of numerical solutions of the convection–diffusion equation with
d = 40 at t = 1, obtained with N = 30, q = 12, and ∆t = 0.0001 on (a) an equispaced grid and (c)
an optimum grid. Eigenvalues (solid circles) and pseudospectra (solid lines) of the corresponding
difference operator obtained on (b) an equispaced grid and (d) an optimum grid. Contours at
ε = 10−1, 10−2, . . . , 10−7.
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Figure 1.10: Eigenvalues (solid circles) and pseudospectra (solid lines) of the difference operator
obtained from the convection–diffusion operator with d = 40 using optimum grids with N = 30
and (a) q = 14 and (b) q = 30 (Chebyshev). Contours at ε = 10−1, 10−2, . . . , 10−7. Eigenvalues
(empty circles) and pseudospectra (dashed lines) of the corresponding differential operator are also
shown.

1.8.3 2D wave equation

For two–dimensional structured grids, the piecewise polynomial interpolation to be used
by the finite difference method can be constructed using a tensor product approach [IK94,
Ueb97]. The associated interpolation error is given by

εij(x, y) =
πi(x)

(q + 1)!
∂q+1u

∂xq+1
(ξ, y) +

πj(y)
(q + 1)!

∂q+1u

∂yq+1
(x, η)

− πi(x)
(q + 1)!

πj(y)
(q + 1)!

∂2q+2u

∂xq+1∂yq+1
(ξ′, η′), (1.39)

where ξ, η, ξ′, and η′ are some points in the interval [xsi , xsi+q] × [ysj , ysj+q]. Again,
since nothing can be done to improve the regularity of the function to interpolate, only
the magnitudes of the polynomial factors πi(x) and πj(y) can be minimized by properly
selecting the interpolation nodes xi and yj , which means that one–dimensional optimum
grids can directly be used to construct optimum grids in multiple dimensions.

To demonstrate this result, the two–dimensional wave equation

∂2p

∂t2
=
∂2p

∂x2
+
∂2p

∂y2
(1.40)

is solved in the domain Ω : [0, 1]× [0, 1] with the following boundary and initial conditions:

∂p

∂n
(x, y, t) = 0, ∀(x, y) ∈ ∂Ω, (1.41)

p(x, y, 0) = e−100((x−0.5)2+(y−0.5)2),
∂p

∂t
(x, y, 0) = 0, ∀(x, y) ∈ Ω. (1.42)

Using again the same auxiliary variable v = ∂p/∂t, the differential operator in (1.1) for
the variables (p, v) will be

L(p, v) =
(
v,
∂2p

∂x2
+
∂2p

∂y2

)T

. (1.43)
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The solution is a two–dimensional wave traveling at constant speed, reflecting at the
boundaries, and interfering with itself in the interior of the domain. Figure 1.11 shows
the pressure field p(x, y, t) at t = 7.5 computed with different degrees q on N = 20
optimally distributed nodes: white stands for the lowest value of the pressure and dark
gray for the highest value. The computed solutions have been interpolated on finer grids
for visualization purposes using the same piecewise polynomial interpolation as in the
corresponding computations.

The discontinuities of the interpolant at the subdomain limits are still visible in Figure
1.11(a), which corresponds to q = 2. For higher polynomial degrees, these discontinuities
are no longer noticeable. Figure 1.11(b) shows the solution obtained with q = 4. Even
though there is an improvement with respect to the previous case, the accuracy of the
solution is still very poor when compared to the reference solution shown in Figure 1.11(f).
Further increasing the degree of the polynomials improves the accuracy of the solution,
as can be seen in Figures 1.11(c)–(e). Finally, for q = 16, the structures of the pressure
field are well resolved almost everywhere in the computational domain, as shown in Figure
1.11(e).

1.8.4 Computational cost

The number of operations, or computational cost, of a numerical simulation is the product
of the number of operations Nops related to the spatial discretization times the number of
time steps required to reach a final simulation time.

The cost involved in the spatial discretization is mainly due to the required derivatives
of the interpolant I(x) at all the grid nodes. Once the coefficients `′j(xi) in (1.8) have been
precomputed, this cost is of order qN for the proposed finite difference methods [BT04].
For Chebyshev collocation methods this cost is of order N log2N due to the Fast Fourier
Transformations required for the computation of the derivatives [CHQZ88].

Regarding the cost of the temporal discretization, time step is limited by error consider-
ations and by stability contraints. Since stability constraints in explicit time discretizations
are often related to the smallest grid spacing ∆xmin [WR97, Boy01, CHQZ88, KTE93],
time step is limited by ∆xmin. It is observed from Figure 1.6(b) that the minimum
grid spacing of optimum grids is greater than the minimum grid spacing of Chebyshev-
Gauss-Lobatto grids: ∆xmin = O(∆xmin,ChN/q). Therefore, finite difference methods
on optimum grids allow greater time steps than Chebyshev collocation methods. Once
the stability constraint is fulfilled, the order of the temporal scheme is chosen such that
temporal and spatial errors are of same order of magnitude.

The following convection-diffusion problem proposed in [MN04] has been simulated to
compare spatial errors and computational cost of the proposed finite difference methods
with those of the summation-by-parts methods of [MN04] and the Chebyshev collocation
methods:

∂u

∂t
+
∂u

∂x
= ε

∂2u

∂x2
(1.44)

−u(0, t) +
∂u

∂x
(0, t) = g0(t),

∂u

∂x
(1, t) = g1(t), (1.45)

u(x, 0) = f(x), ∀x ∈ [0, 1], (1.46)
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Figure 1.11: Numerical solutions of the wave equation in a reflecting 2D box at t = 7.5 obtained
on optimum grids with N = 20, ∆t = 0.0001 and (a) q = 2, (b) q = 4, (c) q = 6, (d) q = 8, and
(e) q = 16. (f) Reference solution obtained on an optimum grid with N = 100 and q = 20.
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Figure 1.12: Discretization error comparison and computational cost for the solution of the
convection-diffusion problem given in [MN04]. (a) Discretization errors ‖E‖ versus N for Cheby-
shev collocation methods, summation-by-parts methods (SBP) [MN04], and the proposed finite
difference methods of degree q. Problem parameters are ε = 10−1 and w = 5

√
3. (b) Number of

operations Nops of the spatial discretization as a function of q for different error tolerances εtol.
Problem parameters are ε = 10−3 and w = 10π.

where the functions g0(t), g1(t), and f(x) are chosen such that

u(x, t) = sin [w (x− ct)] e−bx, c =
√

1 + 4w2ε2, b =
c− 1
2ε

(1.47)

is a time periodic solution. Figure 1.12(a) shows the spatial discretization errors ‖E‖
resulting from the use of the different numerical methods and different degrees q. The
values of the parameters ε = 10−1 and w = 5

√
3 are chosen to match the test case

conditions in [MN04]. For q = 4 and q = 6 the direct comparison with the summation-by-
parts methods of [MN04] shows that both methods present similar discretization errors
and the same convergence rate. It is also observed that for a given number of nodes N ,
Chebyshev collocation methods present the smallest spatial discretization errors.

For a prescribed error tolerance ‖E‖ = εtol, the necessary number of nodes N can be
obtained for each degree q. Figure 1.12(b) shows the number of operations Nops = O(qN)
required by the spatial discretization as a function of q and for different error tolerances.
The more grid demanding set of parameter values ε = 10−3 and w = 10π is used. The
presence of a minimum in the computational cost is observed for each error tolerance εtol.
This shows that the use of high order finite difference methods is more efficient in terms
of computational cost.

1.9 Conclusions

We have analyzed the impact of the node distribution on the pointwise error of piecewise
polynomial interpolations, and introduced the idea of an optimum grid that minimizes
that error. An algorithm to obtain the optimum grid, given the number of nodes N and
the polynomial degree q, is presented and used to derive finite difference approximations
to normal and non–normal problems. The following conclusions can be drawn:
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References

1. Finite difference methods shall use specific grids, exactly as Chebyshev collocation
methods do.

2. For q = N , the Chebyshev-Gauss-Lobatto points are recovered as optimum nodes,
rendering Chebyshev collocation methods as a particular case of finite difference
methods on optimum grids.

3. For q < N , optimum nodes are clustered close to the boundaries as a consequence
of error control, and not of the problem to be solved.

4. Stable finite difference approximations to the one–dimensional and two–dimensional
wave equations are obtained for all degrees q.

5. Finite difference approximations to the convection–diffusion equation correctly re-
produce the transient behaviours of the differential operator for all degrees q.

6. Optimum grids lead to high order finite difference methods which are efficient in
terms of computational cost.
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CHAPTER

TWO

Flame-Edge Dynamics in Diffusion-Flame/Vortex
Interactions

2.1 Introduction

In most practical applications, the characteristic scales associated with the combustion
processes are smaller than the smallest scales of the turbulence [Pet00]. Then, combustion
occurs in the form of laminar flames embedded in thin mixing layers that are locally
distorted and strained by vortices of different scales. This has lead to the development of
a variety of flamelet models that consider a turbulent flame to be formed by an ensemble
of laminar flamelets [Pet84, Pet86] which may be locally extinguished when subject to a
supercritical local strain [Liñ74].

There is strong evidence from theoretical [Liñ88, Dol89, DL98, NW02, NW04], nu-
merical [RVL95, VP98, TD00, IC01, HK02, Pan04, SMKP04, SKR04], and experimen-
tal [Phi65, KRBL93, FCG+98, SR98, RRTC99, KC99, WLDC99, SLG00, SG02, KCC02,
MFG+04, AFG05, CR05] work, that triple-flames, or the more general flame-edges, play
an important role in the dynamics of locally extinguished regions in turbulent diffusion
flames [Pet83]. Local flame extinction leads to the formation of flame holes (chemically
frozen regions of low temperature where the reactants mix without chemical reaction)
which are separated by flame-edges, typically in the form of thin premixed flames, with
rich and lean branches, from regions of near equilibrium flow, where the reactants only
coexist in a thin diffusion flame [NBR99, PP03, PP04, LG04].

In a turbulent flow field the local strain rate experienced by the flame is a random
variable, so that turbulent diffusion flames typically exhibit a random distribution of
extinguished holes. But as soon as the strain rate decreases below the critical value in the
vicinity of these holes, they may be re-ignited by the surrounding flame elements, which
may propagate towards the fresh mixture in the form of triple- or edge-flames [Buc02].
In this context, flame/vortex interactions [RTRC00] constitute a well-defined system, of
intermediate complexity between steady laminar flames and turbulent ones, appropriate to
investigate unsteady and curvature effects [CP94], as well as local flame extinction and re-
ignition phenomena [MRK03]. Such investigations appear as a necessary step towards the
extension of the classical isolated flamelet models into more involved interacting flamelet
models accounting for local extinction/re-ignition events [PCF03, MKR04].

According to flamelet theory, the extinction and re-ignition behavior of a turbulent
diffusion flame is determined by the local value of the Damköhler number, Da = (δm/δL)2,
defined in terms of the effective thickness, δm, of the mixing layer and the laminar flame
thickness, δL = DT/SL, where SL denotes the planar stoichiometric flame velocity and DT

is a characteristic thermal diffusivity of the system. The effective thickness of the mixing
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Figure 2.1: Sketch of the distorted mixing layer perturbed by a vortex ring.

layer can be defined in terms of the instantaneous value χs = DT|∇Z|2s of the scalar
dissipation rate at the stoichiometric surface, namely δm = (DT/χs)1/2. Accordingly,
the local Damköhler number, which can also be written as 1/(χstL), represents the ratio
of the characteristic diffusion time, 1/χs = δ2m/DT, to the characteristic chemical time,
tL = δ2L/DT, defined here as the residence time in the preheat zone of the stoichiometric
premixed flame [BCL+05].

The aim of this work is to describe the dynamics of the triple flames, or flame-edges,
that appear after the local extinction by a laminar vortex ring of a diffusion flame es-
tablished between two counterflowing gaseous fuel and air streams of the same density, a
configuration sketched in Figure 2.1. The flame will be locally quenched when the flame–
vortex interaction stretches the distorted diffusion flame with a nondimensional stretch
rate χsδL/SL = (δL/δm)2 (≡ 1/Da) above a critical value of order unity, or, equivalently,
when the Damköhler number, Da, diminishes below a critical extinction value, herein
denoted as Dae [Liñ74], determined by the details of the chemistry.

As previously discussed, the local extinction of the flame leads to the formation of flame
holes (or annulus), where both reactants mix without reaction. Such holes are separated
from the diffusion flame by flame-edges that can propagate in either direction—as ignition
fronts or failure waves—depending on the local flow conditions [Dol89]. Hereafter, the
front propagation velocity (relative to the upstream flow) will be denoted by UF. These
flame-edges constitute transition structures that join the near-equilibrium and nearly-
frozen solutions of the S-shaped curve characterizing the response of non-premixed flames.
Thus, for values of the Damköhler number larger than a critical value, Da > Da∗ (> Dae),
the flame-edges propagate along the stoichiometric surface towards the unburned mixture
as ignition fronts (triple- or edge-flames with positive velocity, UF > 0), while for Da∗ >
Da (> Dae) they behave as failure waves (edge-flames with negative velocity, UF < 0) that
recede away from the unburned mixture. The analysis of the scalar dissipation rate at the
stoichiometric surface, which yields the local value of Da at the flame front, is therefore
of interest for the description of the evolution of extinguished holes [KSG02]. After local
flame extinction, the holes grow rapidly in size if the stretch rate is maintained, because
close to the extinction value of Da, of order unity, the dimensionless edge front velocity
UF/SL is negative and, more importantly, the flame-edge displacement is soon assisted
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2.2. Description of the velocity field

by the flow velocity components associated with the stretch. The hole collapse will occur
only when the stretch rate is decreased again [SLG00].

This work represents an extension of the previous work by Vera and Liñán [VL04]
(herein referred to as VL) on the unsteady response of reacting mixing layers (or diffusion
flames) perturbed by vortices. For the sake of brevity, in this work we will focus our
attention on axisymmetric flame/vortex interactions, which is the configuration typically
found in the experimental literature. Moreover, axisymmetric interactions exhibit much
richer dynamics than two-dimensional interactions, as demonstrated by the existence of
off-axis (i.e. annular) extinction patterns in certain regimes [MFG+04], a phenomenon
much less probable to observe in two-dimensional interactions. As in VL, the analysis
presented here is confined to the near-stagnation point region, where the strain rate of
the unperturbed velocity field, A0, is constant, and is restricted to cases where the typical
vortex ring radius, r0, is large compared to both the size, δv, of the vorticity core and the
characteristic thickness, (DT/χs,0)1/2, of the unperturbed mixing layer, defined in terms of
the unperturbed value χs,0 ∼ A0 of the scalar dissipation rate at the stoichiometric surface.
In addition, the dynamics of the flame-edges is modeled based on previous numerical
results, with heat release effects fully taken into account, that provide the propagation
velocity of triple- and edge-flames in mixing layers in terms of the local Damköhler number.

The present chapter is organized as follows. We begin in Section 2.2 with the descrip-
tion of the velocity field. In Section 2.3 we describe the evolution of the stoichiometric
surface, introducing the criterium for local flame extinction. In Section 2.4 we discuss
flame element tracking and dynamics, and the most interesting range of parameters is
identified using order of magnitude estimates. The numerical method is described in Sec-
tion 2.5, and after choosing five representative cases from the experimental literature,
the numerical results are discussed and validated in Section 2.6. Finally, the concluding
remarks are presented in Section 2.7.

2.2 Description of the velocity field

In this section we introduce the velocity field that describes the perturbations introduced
by a vortex ring (in an axisymmetric configuration) on the mixing layer in the stagnation
region between two gaseous counterflowing streams of fuel and air. We consider a three-
dimensional incompressible axisymmetric configuration, and adopt a cylindrical coordinate
system (r, θ, z) with its origin at the stagnation point of the unperturbed mixing layer and
the z-axis pointing towards the fuel side, as shown schematically in Figure 2.1.

When the fuel and oxidizer streams have the same density, the unperturbed potential
velocity field near the stagnation point is given by u = A0r/2 and v = −A0z, where
the coordinates r and z are tangential and transverse to the unperturbed mixing layer
respectively, and u and v are the corresponding velocity components along the r and z
axes. As done in VL, this velocity field has to be modified to account for the unsteady
perturbations induced by the vortex ring.

In order to characterize the strength and size of the vortex, we shall use the vortex
circulation Γ and the value r0 of the vortex ring radius at the time of crossing of the vortex
through the original plane z = 0 of the mixing layer. Without loss of generality, we shall
assume that the vortex ring is coaxial with the basic flow. Then, if the Reynolds numbers
Γ/ν—where ν is the kinematic viscosity of the fluid—and Γ/(r20A0) are sufficiently large
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2. Flame-Edge Dynamics in Diffusion-Flame/Vortex Interactions

compared to unity, as we shall assume here, the axisymmetric velocity field associated with
the vortex ring can be added to the unperturbed straining field to obtain the instantaneous
velocity field

ũ =
ξ

2
+

Γ̃
πξc

(
ξc
2ξ

)3/2 (
η − ηc

ξc

)
I1(µ), (2.1a)

ṽ = −η − Γ̃
πξc

(
ξc
2ξ

)3/2 [
ξ

ξc
I1(µ)− I0(µ)

]
, (2.1b)

where µ = [(η−ηc)2 +(ξ−ξc)2]/(2ξξc), and the integrals I0(µ) and I1(µ) can be expressed
in terms of the complete elliptic integrals of the first and the second kind (see VL for
details). As previously discussed, in the above expressions we use as characteristic length
the radius r0 of the vortex ring at the time it crosses the plane of the original mixing
layer, choose the crossing time as time origin, and use A−1

0 and A0r0 as characteristic time
and velocity scales to define the dimensionless coordinates ξ = r/r0 and η = z/r0, time
τ = A0t and velocities ũ = u/(A0r0) and ṽ = v/(A0r0).

The axisymmetric motion of the vortex ring, of dimensionless core position rc/r0 =
ξc and zc/r0 = ηc, results from the superposition of the velocity due to the baseline
strain A0 and the self-induced velocity VI by the vortex ring, which, assuming a Gaussian
vorticity distribution with a vortex core thickness of size δv � rc, can be written as
[Γ/(4πrc)][ log (8rc/δv)− 0.558]. Then, the vortex core position is given as a function of
time by

ξc = eτ/2, ηc = Γ̃
[(

2α0 −
1
π

+
τ

2π

)
e−τ/2 −

(
2α0 −

1
π

)
e−τ

]
, (2.2)

where Γ̃ = Γ/(2r20A0) is the nondimensional vortex strength, and α0 represents the di-
mensionless self-induced velocity VI0 of the vortex ring at τ = 0, namely

α0 =
VI0

(Γ/2r0)
=

1
2π

[
log

(
8Pe0

Pr

)1/2

− 0.558

]
. (2.3)

Here Pr = ν/DT ≡ 0.72 is the Prandtl number, assumed to be constant, and Pe0 =
r20A0/DT is the Peclet number of the unperturbed flow, considered to be large but finite.
It is important to note that in the derivation of Equation (2.2) we have considered that the
evolution of the (gaussian) vorticity core is such that the core size is constant as a result
of the radial competition between inward convection and outward diffusion. Notice also
that, unlike in VL, in the present work the vortex ring propagates upwards, which allows
us to match the experimental configurations found in the literature [RRTC99, FCG+98,
MFG+04].

As can be seen from Equations (2.1)–(2.3), the main nondimensional parameters char-
acterizing the velocity field are the nondimensional vortex strength, Γ̃, and the Peclet
number of the unperturbed flow, Pe0. It should be noted that the dimensionless self-
induced velocity of the vortex ring, α0, given by Equation (2.3) in terms of the Peclet and
Prandtl numbers, is not a free parameter.
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2.3. Flame sheet evolution and local flame extinction

2.3 Flame sheet evolution and local flame extinction

For illustrative purposes, we shall consider a one-step overall reaction of the form

F + sOO2 → (1 + sO)Products + (q) (2.4)

where a mass sO of oxygen is consumed and an amount q of heat is released per unit mass
of fuel. In the Burke-Schumann limit the chemical reaction proceeds infinitely fast, so
that fuel and oxidizer do not coexist. Their mass fractions YF and YO2 can be calculated,
if we assume equal diffusivities of mass and heat, DT, in terms of the mixture fraction

Z =
SYF/YF0 − YO2/YO20 + 1

S + 1
, (2.5)

where YF0 and YO20 are the mass fractions of fuel and oxygen at their corresponding feeding
streams, and S = sOYF0/YO20 is the overall air-to-fuel mass stoichiometric ratio. Then
Z is a conserved scalar of unit concentration in the fuel stream and zero concentration in
the air stream.

If we assume, in addition, constant values for the gas density ρ and the thermal diffu-
sivity DT, the conservation equation for the mixture fraction Z can be written in nondi-
mensional form as

∂Z

∂τ
+ u · ∇Z =

1
Pe0

∇2Z, (2.6)

where the velocity field u = (ũ, ṽ) is given by Equations (2.1)–(2.3). The above equation
has to be solved with the boundary conditions Z = 0 in the air stream, coming from
η = −∞, and Z = 1 in the fuel stream, coming from η = +∞. The initial condition
corresponds to the unperturbed planar mixing layer, Z = 1 − (1/2)erfc[(Pe0/2)1/2η] for
−τ � 1. Under the above assumptions, the flame sheet is located at the surface where
Z takes its stoichiometric value, Zs = 1/(S + 1), and the rate of fuel consumption per
unit flame surface is determined by the value |∇Z|s of the mixture fraction gradient at
the stoichiometric surface.

The diffusion flame will be locally quenched when the instantaneous value of the scalar
dissipation rate at the stoichiometric surface, χs = DT|∇Z|2s , exceeds its critical extinction
value, χs,e, or, equivalently, when the Damköhler number diminishes below its critical
extinction value, Dae = 1/(χs,etL) [Liñ74]. Accordingly, the ratio

χs,e

χs,0
=

Da0

Dae
≡ R (2.7)

of the critical scalar dissipation rate at extinction, χs,e, to its unperturbed value, χs,0, mea-
sures the robustness of the flame to flow perturbations, indicating how far from extinction
is the flame in the unperturbed condition. Experimentally, the robustness parameter R
can be varied independently of Γ̃ and Pe0 by changing the dilution of the fuel stream,
which modifies the critical scalar dissipation rate at extinction.

The above discussion reveals the main nondimensional parameters that characterize the
evolution of the flame sheet and the local flame extinction/re-ignition phenomena. These
are the Peclet number of the unperturbed flow, Pe0, the overall air-to-fuel stoichiometric
ratio, S, and the robustness parameter, R > 1. Remember that the Peclet number,
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2. Flame-Edge Dynamics in Diffusion-Flame/Vortex Interactions

Pe0, together with the nondimensional vortex strength, Γ̃, and the Prandtl number, Pr,
determine also the flow field through Equations (2.1)–(2.3).

The above nondimensional parameters are closely related with two alternative relevant
parameters, namely the Reynolds number of the vortex based on the vortex circulation

ReΓ =
Γ
ν
∼ Γ̃Pe0, (2.8)

which must be large for the vortices to maintain their identities during the interaction,
and the overall Damköhler number of the interaction

DaΓ =
2r20/Γ
δL/SL

∼ R
Γ̃
, (2.9)

defined here as the ratio of the characteristic vortex turnover time, tT = 2r20/Γ, to the
characteristic chemical time, tL = δ2L/DT. Local flame extinction must be expected for
DaΓ . 1.

As a final remark, it is worth noting that in the limit of strong vortices, Γ̃ � 1, the
vortex ring will cross, without significant change in its structure, the original position of
the mixing layer, displacing and wrapping it around the weakly distorted fluid surface that
bounds the fluid moving with the vortex. In this limiting case, the roll-up of the flame sheet
around the vortex introduces strong curvature effects and interactions between adjacent
flame elements, processes that cannot be described using boundary layer approximations
of the kind performed in VL. Therefore, for an accurate description of the structure of the
mixing layer throughout the interaction, it is necessary to integrate Equation (2.6) as is,
without further simplifications.

The variable density effects due to the heat release inside the mixing layer depend on
the outer velocity and pressure fields generated by the vortex ring, which are independent
of the internal dynamics of the mixing layer in the case of strong vortices considered here.
Indeed, the perturbations to the nondimensional velocity field (2.1) due to heat release are
of order (ν/Γ)1/2, which is clearly small when the Reynolds number ReΓ is large, as we
assume here. It should be noted, however, that the interaction between the vortices and
the mixing layer is much more complex in the more general case of counterflowing streams
with different densities, which is not addressed here. In this case vorticity is generated at
the interface by baroclinic effects, which affects strongly the dynamics of the vortices and
the interface distortion. This, in turn, modifies the local values of the strain rate, whose
time evolution ultimately determines the flame response.

2.4 Flame-edge dynamics and flame element tracking

2.4.1 Flame-edge dynamics

Local flame extinction leads to the formation of flame-edges that separate the burning
and extinguished regions of the perturbed mixing layer. The dynamics of these edges is
determined by the superposition of the velocity, us, of the stoichiometric surface with
respect to the laboratory reference frame and the flame-edge propagation velocity along
the stoichiometric surface, UF.
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Zs(t)

Zs(t + dt)

streamline

u

ud

Figure 2.2: The velocity of a discrete flame element, us, results from the superposition of the
convective velocity imposed by the flow, u, and the diffusive velocity, ud, combining the effects of
curvature and diffusion along the normal.

The velocity of a point located on the stoichiometric surface, us, is due to the combined
effect of convection and diffusion [Gib68], namely

us = u+ ud = u− 1
Pe0

∇2Z

|∇Z|
n = u− 1

Pe0

[
k +

n · ∇(n · ∇Z)
|∇Z|

]
n, (2.10)

where u is the convective velocity given in (2.1), and ud is a diffusive velocity representing
the effects of the curvature k = ∇·n and diffusion along the normal n = (∇Z/|∇Z|)s (see
Figure 2.2 for details). The importance of the diffusive velocity ud in practical cases has
been recently demonstrated in numerical simulations of fully turbulent flows [SMKP04].

The propagation velocity of triple- and edge-flame fronts, UF, measured with the planar
stoichiometric flame velocity, SL, is known to depend on the local Damköhler number
Da = 1/(χstL) of the non-reacting mixing layer ahead of the triple flame, as well as on
the overall air-to-fuel stoichiometric ratio S, the heat release parameter γ = (Te − T0)/T0

defined in terms of the adiabatic flame temperature, Te, and the temperature, T0, of the
feeding streams, and the Lewis numbers of the reactants [Buc02], i.e.

UF

SL
= f(Da, S, γ,Lei). (2.11)

For a given composition of the feeding streams, the values of S, γ and Lei are known,
and the dependence of UF/SL on Da can be determined numerically as done by Daou and
Liñán [DL98] for constant density flame-edges in the symmetric configuration, S = 1.

Due to the absence of published results for more realistic cases, including heat release
effects and non-symmetric flames, here we have chosen to model the dependence of UF/SL

on Da using an approximate analytic expression, in the spirit of previous work by Pantano
and Pullin [PP04]. Although the curve UF/SL = f(Da) could be determined numerically
for realistic cases following a procedure similar to that described in [FTVL06], in the limit
of strong vortices that we consider here the precise shape of this curve is not critical since
the convection velocity imposed by the vortex ring is typically large compared to the edge
propagation velocity along the stoichiometric surface, |us| � UF, and therefore the exact
shape of the curve UF/SL = f(Da) is anticipated to have little impact on the numerical
results.
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2. Flame-Edge Dynamics in Diffusion-Flame/Vortex Interactions

In particular, we shall model the front propagation velocity using the analytic formula

UF/SL

(UF/SL)∞
= f(∆) =


1− a∆−1/2 for ∆̃ < ∆ <∞

1− a ∆̃−1/2 + b log
∆− 1
∆̃− 1

for 1 < ∆ < ∆̃
(2.12)

where ∆ = Da/Dae denotes the Damköhler number normalized with its extinction value
Dae, a and ∆̃ are adjustable parameters, and we must choose b = a (∆̃ − 1)/(2∆̃3/2) to
ensure the continuity of f and f ′ at ∆ = ∆̃. It should be noted that even though Dae

does not appear explicitly in (2.12), it cannot be eliminated from the model, as can be
seen from Equation (2.16) below. The value of Dae, which depends on the thermochemical
parameters of the flame, S and γ, and on the details of the chemistry, emerges therefore
as an additional parameter of our formulation.

It is well known that the normalized front velocity UF/SL → −∞ as the Damköhler
number approaches its extinction value, a condition that has been taken into account in
modeling the behavior of f(∆) as ∆ → 1 in Equation (2.12). On the other hand, the
numerical values of UF/SL obtained for large (but finite) values of the Damköhler number
can be fitted by assuming the asymptotic behavior UF/SL ' (UF/SL)∞(1 − a∆−1/2) as
∆ → ∞, first established by Daou and Liñán [DL98] and recently used by Fernández-
Tarrazo et al. [FTVL06] to correlate results including heat release effects. Thus, for
sufficiently large values of ∆ the velocity becomes weakly dependent on the Damköhler
number, growing to an asymptotic value f∞ = (UF/SL)∞ for large ∆, which, due to
thermal expansion effects in the flame front region, is larger than unity, typically of order
three [RVL95, FTVL06].

Here we shall use the value f∞ = 3.46 taken from [FTVL06], which corresponds to
undiluted methane-air flames. However, we can anticipate that the results presented
here will be valid for other fuels, having values of γ (and thus of f∞) close to that of
methane. As an example, recent numerical simulations of flame-edges in diluted hydrogen-
air counterflow mixing layers give nondimensional propagation velocities very close to
the value 3.46 considered here [MR05]. Figure 2.3 shows the resulting model flame-edge
velocity as a function of ∆ for different values of a and ∆̃ = 2. As can be seen, the front
propagation velocity decreases as a increases, hence this adjustable parameter plays a role
similar to the Lewis number. The effect of ∆̃ is negligible in the range 2 . ∆̃ . 5. Thus,
for definiteness here we shall use the curve corresponding to a = 1 and ∆̃ = 2, shown in
thick lines in Figure 2.3.

Once we have specified the functional dependence of UF on Da, required to close the
problem, the procedure that allows us to simulate the dynamics of the flame-edges that
appear after the local extinction of the flame is as follows. The integration of Equation (2.6)
with the velocity field given by (2.1)–(2.3) provides the time evolution of the perturbed
mixing layer, which allows us to calculate the time evolution of the stoichiometric surface,
Z = Zs, as well as the stoichiometric value of the scalar dissipation rate, χs. From this,
using Equation (2.7), we can write the normalized Damköhler number appearing in (2.12)
as

∆ =
Da
Dae

=
χs,e/χs,0

χs/χs,0
=

R
χs/χs,0

(2.13)

where χs,0 = DTPe0 exp(−Pe0η
2
s,0)/(2πr

2
0) is the unperturbed value of the scalar dissipa-

tion rate at the stoichiometric surface, located at η = ηs,0 = (2/Pe0)1/2 erfc−1[2(1 − Zs)].
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Figure 2.3: Variation of the nondimensional front propagation velocity, UF/SL, with the normal-
ized Damköhler number, ∆ = Da/Dae, given by the flame-edge velocity model (2.12) for f∞ = 3.46,
∆̃ = 2 and different values of a.

Using (2.13) together with Equation (2.12) we can evaluate the front propagation velocity
in terms of the normalized scalar dissipation rate. This, together with Equation (2.10),
determines the flame-edge dynamics, which is described by Equations (2.14)–(2.17) below.

As a final remark, it is worth noting that although the flame-edge propagation velocities
implemented in our model include the effects of heat release through the parameter f∞ ∼ 3,
the flame-edge velocity model (2.12) is only strictly valid for two-dimensional adiabatic
flames. In particular, it does not show the effect of possible flame-edge interactions prior
to flame-edge merging, or the focusing/defocusing effect of hole curvature in the plane
of the stoichiometric surface during the final stage of flame hole/disk collapse, which is
known to increase substantially the front velocity [PP03, LG04] at these final stages.

2.4.2 Flame-element tracking

According to classic flamelet theory, each point along the stoichiometric surface can be
viewed as a discrete flame element with two possible states, burning or extinguished, with
flame-edges delimiting the burning and extinguished regions of the flame.

In the unperturbed flame all the flame elements are at the burning state. As the in-
teraction proceeds, initially burning flame elements can be quenched when (E1) the local
scalar dissipation rate grows above its critical extinction value, or (E2) a receding flame-
edge (extinction front) propagating along the stoichiometric surface passes through the
flame element. The subsequent re-ignition of the flame elements may proceed through
three different scenarios [SMKP04], namely when (I1) an advancing flame-edge (ignition
front) propagating along the stoichiometric surface passes through the flame element, heal-
ing or closing the hole, (I2) the scalar dissipation rate decreases below its critical ignition
value, producing the spontaneous ignition of the flame, or (I3) an ignited flame element,
or a hot pocket of reacted products, is brought into contact, through convection and dif-
fusion, with the extinguished element for a sufficient amount of time, thus facilitating the
re-ignition of the mixed reactants. In strained diffusion flames, scenarios (I1) and (I3)
are thought to be the main mechanisms responsible for flame creation after local flame
extinction [Ker02, SMKP04]. When the feeding streams are cold, as we assume here, the
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Zs(t)

Zs(t + dt)
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UF

Figure 2.4: The dynamics of the flame-edges results from the superposition of the velocity, us,
of the stoichiometric surface with respect to the laboratory reference frame and the flame-edge
propagation velocity along the stoichiometric surface, UF.

ignition delay time is too large compared to the characteristic residence time for sponta-
neous re-ignition to take place, and thus the autoignition mechanism (I2) can be safely
excluded from the model.

As previously discussed, the local extinction of the flame leads to the apparition of
flame-edges separating the burning and extinguished regions. Each flame-edge can be
characterized by (i) its position xF(τ) on the stoichiometric surface, and (ii) its orientation
ϑF with respect to the local tangent vector t, defined by a 90o clockwise rotation of the
normal vector n = (∇Z/|∇Z|)s. Thus, we set ϑF = 1 for ignition fronts propagating
with positive velocity (UF > 0) in the t direction, and ϑF = −1 otherwise. According to
this, the evolution of the flame-edge position, depicted in Figure 2.4, is governed by the
equation

dxF

dτ
= us + ϑFũFt, (2.14)

where us is the velocity of the stoichiometric surface at xF, given by Equation (2.10), and
ũF is the nondimensional front propagation velocity, namely

ũF =
UF

A0r0
=
UF

SL

SL

A0r0
. (2.15)

Here the normalized flame-edge velocity UF/SL can be evaluated from Equation (2.13),
while the ratio SL/(A0r0) can be rewritten as follows

SL

A0r0
=
DT/δL
A0r0

=
D

1/2
T

A
1/2
0 r0

(DT/χs,0)1/2

δL

χ
1/2
s,0

A
1/2
0

=
1

Pe1/2
0

Da1/2
0 κ1/2(S) =

(
R

Pe0

)1/2

Da1/2
e κ1/2(S) (2.16)

in terms of the nondimensional parameters R, Pe0, and Dae, as well as the nondimensional
scalar dissipation rate at the unperturbed flame

κ(S) ≡ χs,0

A0
=

1
2π

exp
{
−2

[
erfc−1[2S/(S + 1)]

]2
}
, (2.17)
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that depends only on the overall stoichiometry. The parameter Da0 = (DT/χs,0)/δ2L =
RDae appearing in (2.16) denotes the Damköhler number of the unperturbed flame.

As a final remark, two mechanisms that may lead to flame-edge annihilation will be
discussed. First, when two ignition (or extinction) fronts propagating in opposite directions
approach each other, they may eventually collide and disappear. Another mechanism
of front annihilation occurs when the burning flame elements located in the vicinity of
a receding flame front are suddenly extinguished by mechanism (E1). This happens if
extinction takes place in a time sufficiently short compared to the time r0/SL employed
by the front to propagate a distance of order r0. However, in this case a new front with the
same orientation will appear immediately at a certain distance from the previous front, as
if it would have receded very rapidly. As will be seen below, our model is able to reproduce
all this phenomenology.

2.4.3 Order of magnitude estimates

The above discussion suggests that if we specify the composition of the feeding streams, and
we are given the vortex size and strength, the dynamics of the flame-edges appearing after
local flame extinction is uniquely determined by the robustness parameter, R > 1. Highly
robust flames (R � 1) require very strong vortices to be extinguished, while very weak
flames (R−1 � 1) are completely extinguished as soon as they are perturbed. Thus, from
a theoretical point of view the robust flame regime is by far the most interesting case of
study, since it involves phenomena such as local flame extinction, flame-edge propagation,
flame-hole/disc dynamics, flame reconnection, pocket formation, etc. Before proceeding
with the numerical computations, we shall try to anticipate the parameter range where
this regime applies using order-of-magnitude estimates.

We consider the case of a highly robust flame perturbed by a vortex ring of radius
r0 that is assumed to be sufficiently strong to produce local flame extinction. We want
to analyze the conditions for which the resulting flame-edges can propagate into the ex-
tinguished region thereby healing the flame, or, alternatively, recede towards the burning
flame leading to further flame extinction.

After local flame extinction, the flame develops an extinguished hole—or annulus—
of characteristic size r0. In order for the flame-edges to be able to propagate into the
extinguished region, the local Damköhler number must grow above the critical value Da∗.
In this case the flame-edges behave as ignition fronts, with propagation velocities that
reach values of order UF/SL . f∞ ∼ 3 for Da � 1. If we want the ignition fronts to heal
the hole and reconnect the flame, they must be able to propagate radially inward against
the fluid located at r ∼ r0. Then, the front velocity, UF ∼ f∞SL, must be at least of order
A0r0, i.e.

A0r0
SL

∼ UF

SL
≤ f∞, (2.18)

This inequality can also be viewed as a condition for the flame hole radius, or vortex size,
r0, which must be smaller or of the same order than the critical radius r∗ = f∞SL/A0 that
separates the shrinking and expanding hole regimes [NBR99, PP03, LG04]. Substituting
Equation (2.16) in the above expression, we may write

1

Da1/2
e κ1/2(S)

(
Pe0

R

)1/2

=
A0r0
SL

. f∞, (2.19)
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which, aside from constants of order unity, provides the scaling relation

Pe0

R
. f 2

∞. (2.20)

It should be noted that the factor f 2
∞ appearing in (2.20) introduces a correction of order

10 in the admissible Peclet numbers, showing the importance of including heat release
effects in the modeling of flame-edge dynamics.
Moreover, for sufficiently strong vortices, Γ̃ � 1, the unperturbed value of the scalar
dissipation rate, χs,0, and the maximum scalar dissipation rate experienced by the flame
throughout the interaction, χs,max > χs,e, are related by

R =
χs,e

χs,0
<
χs,max

χs,0
∼ Γ̃, (2.21)

where we have omitted a factor of order unity multiplying Γ̃ (see VL for details). From
Equation (2.21) we derive the following relation

DaΓ ∼
R
Γ̃

. 1, (2.22)

linking the values of Γ̃ and R.
On the other hand, we assume that under near extinction conditions the structure of

the thin reaction layer, with characteristic response time 1/(χsβ
2) small compared with

1/χs, is quasi-steady and quasi-planar throughout the interaction, β being the Zeldovich
number that is typically of order 10. The critical value of χs for extinction can then be
taken to be equal to the extinction value χs,e of a planar steady diffusion flame, which
can be obtained experimentally or using numerical calculations based on a detailed kinetic
scheme. Nevertheless, unsteady effects play a key role in determining the evolution of the
mixing layer structure, and therefore of χs, which in turn determines the conditions for
local flame extinction.

Thus, if we define the mechanical time, tm = 1/χs,0, of the order of the inverse of
the base-line strain rate, A0, the characteristic response time of the reaction layer, tr =
1/(χs,eβ

2), and the characteristic vortex turnover time, tT = 2r20/Γ, we shall assume the
ordering tr . tT . tm, meaning that the vortex introduces an unsteady effect in the outer
diffusive-convective layer, while the inner reactive-diffusive layer behaves in a quasi-steady
manner, since the characteristic chemical time is still much shorter than the characteristic
time induced by the vortex. In terms of Γ̃, R, and β, this ordering can alternatively be
written as

1
Rβ2

.
1

Γ̃
. 1 ⇒ DaΓ ∼

R
Γ̃

&
1
β2

(2.23)

According to this, for nontrivial quasi-steady-extinction/re-ignition dynamics to occur,
both conditions (2.20), (2.22), and (2.23) must be simultaneously satisfied.

2.5 Numerical method

The spatial and temporal evolution of the mixture fraction field is obtained from numerical
integration of Equation (2.6) using a 16th degree finite difference discretization of the
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spatial derivatives using the optimally distributed nodes presented in Chapter 1. The
computational domain is discretized using a rectangular grid that extends from ξmin = 0
(symmetry axis) to ξmax = 5, and from ηmin = −1 to ηmax ≈ 10. To avoid the singularities
introduced by the potential flow assumption, a regularized form of the velocity field has
been used (see the Appendix for details). Time integration of the resulting semidiscrete
problem is accomplished by a classical fourth order Runge-Kutta method. Spatial and
temporal resolutions are chosen fine enough to ensure at least three digit accuracy.

After computing the evolution of the mixture fraction field, the stoichiometric iso-
surface is extracted and discretized at each time step by means of a set of uniformly-
spaced discrete flame-elements, with uniform nondimensional spacing equal to 10−3. In
the simulations presented below, the number of flame elements grows from 5000 at the
initial unperturbed flame up to 15000 in the most strongly distorted flames at later stages
of the interaction. In addition, we use a third order interpolant to evaluate the scalar
dissipation rate χs and the flame sheet velocity us corresponding to each flame element at
every time step.

Flame-element tracking is carried out by integrating the evolution equation for a point
on the stoichiometric surface,

dxs

dτ
= us, (2.24)

using a classical second-order implicit Adams-Moulton method. To establish a one-to-
one correspondence between flame elements at different time steps, the implicit numerical
scheme is directly applied to pairs of flame elements xn

s,i and xn+1
s,j at successive time steps,

n and n+ 1, and used as an error estimator to calculate

E(xn
s,i,x

n+1
s,j ) =

∥∥∥∥(
xn

s,i +
∆τ
2
un

s,i

)
−

(
xn+1

s,j − ∆τ
2
un+1

s,j

)∥∥∥∥ , (2.25)

binding those flame elements that minimize this error.
After calculating the time evolution of the flame elements we can study the phenomena

of local flame extinction and flame-edge dynamics. Initially, all flame elements are at a
burning state. However, as the interaction evolves, the state of certain flame elements may
change to extinguished if the normalized local scalar dissipation rate, χs/χs,0, exceeds its
critical extinction value, χs,e/χs,0 = R. The evolution of the resulting flame-edges along
the stoichiometric surface is given by

dxF

dτ
= ϑFũFt, (2.26)

which corresponds to the second contribution to the front movement in (2.14). The above
equation can be integrated numerically using an explicit Euler method to obtain the
flame-edge position, thus allowing us to update the burning/non-burning state of the
corresponding flame elements following the scenarios discussed in Section 2.4.

2.6 Discussion of results

To show the capabilities of the mathematical model described in the previous sections, the
numerical results can be compared with the experimental visualizations found in the liter-
ature. In all the cases presented below the experimental conditions lead to nondimensional
parameters Pe0 and Γ̃ which render our model as applicable.
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Figure 2.5: Flame sheet evolution in a flame/vortex interaction with Pe0 = 80, Γ̃ = 20, S = 0.7,
and R → ∞. Parameter values derived from the experimental conditions of Case 2 in [RRTC99].
The flame sheet is shown in red.

2.6.1 Infinitely robust flames

Figure 2.5 displays a sequence of snapshots showing the evolution of the reacting mixing
layer at regular time intervals. The flame sheet, shown in red, is plotted on top of the
corresponding mixture fraction isocontours, with dark gray standing for Z = 0 and light
gray for Z = 1. The values of the nondimensional parameters, Pe0 = 80, Γ̃ = 20, S = 0.7,
and R → ∞, have been selected so as to match the experimental conditions of Case 2 in
Ref. [RRTC99]. It is important to note that in all the experimental cases considered in this
work the fuel stream is strongly diluted with nitrogen, so that the density ratio ρF/ρO2 is
close to one, as assumed by our model. As a consequence, we observe a good qualitative
agreement between the evolution of the flame sheet predicted by the mathematical model
and the experimental visualizations given in Figure 11 of [RRTC99]. This demonstrates
the validity of the presumed velocity field and the ability of Equation (2.6) to describe the
mixture fraction field.

The first frame in Figure 2.5 (τ = −0.25) shows the mixing layer at its unperturbed
state. Due to the large self-induced velocity of the vortex, Γ̃ � 1, in the second frame
(τ = 0.05) the vortex ring crosses, without significant change in its structure, the original
position of the mixing layer. This is simultaneously displaced and wrapped around the
bubble of fluid moving with the vortex (τ = 0.35), leaving behind a flame stem that
shrinks with time (τ = 0.75), which eventually disappears by mutual annihilation of the
flame elements near the symmetry axis (τ = 1.05). Clearly, in this case the strength of the
vortex is not sufficient to trigger the local extinction of the flame (Γ̃ � R), but is large
enough to generate an ignited pocket of reactant that travels with the vortex, which will
burn completely in times of the order of the diffusion time r20/DT, or, in dimensionless
form, of order τ ∼ A0r

2
0/DT ∼ Pe0.

It is worth noting that this interpretation of the results is somewhat different to that
given in [RRTC99]. The experimental flow pattern of Case 2 of [RRTC99] was interpreted
by examining direct numerical simulations where, in order to reduce CPU time, the prop-
agation speed of the vortices was assumed to be nearly 10 times higher than that of the
experimentally generated vortices; in addition, there was no counterflow in the numerical
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calculations. These differences lead to a mismatch between the experimental and numeri-
cal value of the parameter Γ̃ of order 10, and gave rise to the erroneous conclusions that the
vortex ring was able to extinguish and eventually cross the diffusion flame before entering
the upper nozzle. As shown in Figure 2.5, what Renard et al. [RRTC99] considered to
be an outer reacting ring left behind by the vortex, is in fact what remains of the vortex
ring itself. The reduced strength of the vortex compared to the numerical vortex used
in the simulations, together with the presence of counterflow prevent indeed the vortex
ring to cross the flame and enter the upper nozzle. Thus, a plausible explanation for the
experimentally observed extinction of the flame as it approaches the upper nozzle can be
traced back to the strong strain imposed to the flame by the collision of the trailing jet
with the fluid exiting the upper nozzle.

2.6.2 Annular extinction events

Figures 2.6(a) and 2.6(b) show the development of two annular extinction events induced
by a strong vortex in a robust flame. The values of the nondimensional parameters,
Pe0 = 60, Γ̃ = 30, and S = 1.5 where selected so as to match the experimental conditions
of Flame E in [FCG+98] or, equivalently, Flame A in [MFG+04]. Two values of R where
considered, namely R = 25 (upper plot) and R = 14.5 (lower plot). In all the figures
presented below, the point of maximum scalar dissipation rate χs,max (where local flame
extinction may eventually occur) is marked by a filled circle, and the region where χs > χs,e

(where the flame must necessarily be extinguished) is shown in cyan.

The sequences of Figures 2.6(a) and 2.6(b) both exhibit annular extinction patterns
that leave an isolated burning disk ahead of the vortex. The subsequent evolution of the
burning disk depends on the overall Damköhler number, DaΓ ∼ R/Γ̃. In Figure 2.6(a)
the disk initially shrinks in size (τ = 0.16), but as soon as the local scalar dissipation
rate decreases below its extinction value (τ = 0.24) the disk recovers and starts to grow,
assisted by the flow induced by the vortex, until the flame eventually burns back around
the vortex (τ = 0.28 − 0.36). In Figure 2.6(b) the extinguished region soon reaches the
axis due to the high strain rates imposed in front of the vortex, where all flame elements
experience scalar dissipation rates above its extinction value. The remaining flame then
travels up the stem pulled by the vortex, getting anchored in the fold that forms between
the stem and the vortex. Immediately before pinch-off, a small flame element reaches the
vortex core, generating two ignition fronts that eventually heal the flame.

As can be seen, good agreement is observed between the present results and the ex-
perimental observations of Refs. [FCG+98, MFG+04]. Nevertheless, later stages of the
interaction do not match well due to the presence of the jet that follows the (starting)
vortex ring generated in the experimental set-up. The correct prediction of the annular
extinction phenomenon shows that local flame extinction can be solely triggered by an
excess in the local scalar dissipation rate, whose maximum value is attained in this case
off the symmetry axis. Remember that the analysis presented here is based on the as-
sumption of unity Lewis numbers, and therefore does not include preferential diffusion
effects. This demonstrates that annular extinction events do not necessarily result from
the combined effects of preferential diffusion and curvature, as previously stated in the
literature [KCF+98].
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Figure 2.6: Flame sheet evolution in a flame/vortex interaction with Pe0 = 60, Γ̃ = 30, S = 1.5
for (a) R = 25 and (b) R = 14.5. Parameter values chosen to match the experimental conditions
of Flame E in [FCG+98] or Flame A in [MFG+04]. The flame sheet is shown in red and the region
where χs > χs,e is shown in cyan; the circle marks the location of maximum scalar dissipation rate.
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Figure 2.7: Flame sheet evolution in a flame/vortex interaction with Pe0 = 40, Γ̃ = 20, S = 0.5,
and R = 5.5. Parameter values derived from the experimental conditions of Case 1 in [RRTC99].
The flame sheet is shown in red and the region where χs > χs,e is shown in cyan; the circle marks
the location of maximum local scalar dissipation rate.

2.6.3 Axial extinction followed by re-ignition via edge-flames

Figure 2.7 shows an axial extinction event that occurs for Pe0 = 40, Γ̃ = 20, S = 0.5, and
R = 5.5, a set of parameter values selected so as to match the experimental conditions of
Case 1 in [RRTC99]. As can be seen, while the strength of the vortex is slightly reduced
compared to that of the previous section, the robustness of the flame is much less, leading
to an axial extinction (τ = −0.03) even before the vortex crosses the plane z = 0.

It should be noted that the long-term evolution of the flames shown in Figures 2.6(b)
and 2.7 is very similar regardless of the value of R. As previously discussed, this is due to
the fact that for large Γ̃ the dynamics of the flame-edges is mostly governed by the strong
convective velocities imposed by the vortex, being much less affected by the robustness of
the flame. However, if for fixed values of Pe0 and Γ̃ the robustness parameter is further
decreased, different long-term evolutions may be observed, ranging from the formation of
unburned pockets to the complete extinction of the flame, reached as R approaches its
limiting value R = 1.

As already suggested in VL, axial extinction is much more likely to occur than annular
extinction. While axial extinction always occurs for sufficiently small values of DaΓ ∼
R/Γ̃, annular extinction can only be observed within a narrow band of values of this
parameter, slightly below R/Γ̃ = 1, depending on α0. In addition, due to the rapid
recession of the flame after an annular extinction event, high temporal resolution imaging
may be required to obtain sequential images of these phenomena, as illustrated by the
sequence of snapshots shown in Figure 2.6 and the experimental results of Refs. [FCG+98,
MFG+04].

2.6.4 Case of weak flames

The rich phenomenology observed in the interaction of strong vortices with flames dis-
cussed in the previous sections is mainly characteristic of H2-air flames. Due to the high
reaction rates and molecular diffusivity, H2-air mixtures are about 30 times stronger than
CH4-air measured in terms of extinction strain rates [PIH+98]. This has enabled to in-
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Figure 2.8: Flame sheet evolution in a flame/vortex interaction with Pe0 = 10, Γ̃ = 7, S = 1.35,
and R = 1.5. Parameter values derived from the experimental conditions presented in [SKLG00].
The flame sheet is shown in red and the region where χs > χs,e is shown in cyan; the circle marks
the location of maximum local scalar dissipation rate.

vestigate the response of highly robust flames to strong perturbations in the experimental
literature (e.g. [FCG+98, RRTC99, MFG+04]).

For fuels other than H2, the characteristic values of the scalar dissipation rate (or,
alternatively, the strain rate) at extinction are substantially lower than those for H2. In
the literature, therefore, one typically encounters weak flames (R−1 ∼ 1) interacting with
weak vortices (Santoro et al. [SKLG00]).

In order to check the ability of our model to simulate weak-flame/weak-vortex inter-
actions, we present in Figure 2.8 the development of an axial extinction event (τ = −0.3)
induced by a vortex ring in a diffusion flame. The parameter values correspond approxi-
mately to the experimental methanol-air flame/vortex interactions studied by Santoro et
al. [SKLG00]. Due to the relatively small Reynolds number of the vortex, Γ̃Pe0 = 70, the
assumed velocity field is expected to fail relatively soon, so that larger discrepancies with
the experimental results are anticipated in this case.

However, the qualitative agreement with the experiments is still satisfactory during the
first interaction stages. Unlike the strong vortices of the previous sections, the weak vortex
is not able to wrap the flame. Instead, it penetrates the thick mixing layer (τ = −0.1,
0.1), and eventually crosses the flame (τ > 0.3). Note that for small values of the Peclet
number (Pe0 = 10) the thickness of the unperturbed mixing layer is of the order of the
characteristic vortex ring radius (τ = −0.5). In this case, the vortex ring is expected to
dissipate rapidly as it comes into contact with the hot gases of the mixing layer, a process
that can not be accurately described with our constant-property model for the velocity
field (see VL for details). This leads to growing discrepancies between the theoretical and
experimental results, specially for large times.

In particular, while the experimental flame was observed to restore itself [SKLG00]
after local flame extinction, presumably due to the complete dissipation of the vortex, the
theoretical model predicts the complete extinction of the flame, which is swept-out by a
vortex ring that grows in radius and does not dissipate. These discrepancies can not be
seen in Figure 2.8, which only illustrates the first stages of the interaction.

2.6.5 Time evolution of integral magnitudes

Two global measurements of the diffusion-flame/vortex interaction are the time evolution
of the overall flame surface area, S, and the fuel consumption rate, ṁF. These parame-
ters are good indicators of the flame response, including local extinction and re-ignition
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Figure 2.9: Time evolution of the normalized flame surface area, S̃ (thick solid lines), and fuel
consumption rate, ˜̇mF (thin solid lines), in a flame vortex interaction with Pe0 = 60, Γ̃ = 30,
S = 1.5 for (a) R = 25 and (b) R = 14.5 (see Figure 2.6). Also shown is the evolution of S̃ (thick
dashed lines) and ˜̇mF (thin dashed lines) in the limit R → ∞, when the vortex is not able to
extinguish the flame. Local extinction/re-ignition phenomena occur where indicated.

phenomena. For comparison purposes, the instantaneous values of S(τ) and ṁF(τ) can
be normalized by subtracting the values at the unperturbed flame, S0 and ṁF0(τ), and
dividing the result by the reference surface area, πr20, and fuel consumption rate, πr20ṁ

′′
F0,

respectively, where ṁ
′′
F0 = ρYF0(DTA0)1/2

(
1 + S−1

)
κ1/2(S) denotes the fuel consumption

rate per unit flame surface of the unperturbed flame.
Figure 2.9 shows the time evolution of the normalized flame surface area, S̃ = [S(τ)−

S0]/(πr20), and fuel consumption rate, ˜̇mF = [ṁF(τ) − ṁF0]/(πr20ṁ
′′
F0), corresponding to

the cases illustrated in Figure 2.6. Also shown is the evolution of S̃ and ˜̇mF in the limiting
case, R→∞, when the flame is not extinguished, included here for reference purposes.

The time evolution of integral flame magnitudes such as S̃ or ˜̇mF is strongly affected by
the vortex. During the first stages of the interaction, before local flame extinction occurs,
both magnitudes start to grow as a consequence of the flame straining and distortion
introduced by the vortex. Local flame extinction is characterized by a sharp drop of flame
surface area and fuel consumption rate, which is less prominent in the more robust flame
that in addition is extinguished later. In the absence of extinction, S̃ and ˜̇mF increase
smoothly (dashed lines) reaching values of order 14 and 28, respectively. As the locally
extinguished flame is displaced and wrapped around the vortex ring, both S̃ and ˜̇mF start
to increase again, until another sharp transition occurs coinciding with the collapse of
the stem and the vortex pinch-off. The wiggles that appear in Figure 2.6(b) in the range
0.4 < τ < 1 are due to the spinning of the partially ignited flame around the vortex.

Once the flame is completely re-ignited, the smooth evolution of the flame area is
determined by a balance between the growth of the vortex core radius and the diffusive
decrease of the mixture fraction at the core. The former tends to increase the flame surface
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area, while the latter tends to reduce it. Which of the two trends dominates depends
mainly on the overall stoichiometry S. In the particular case illustrated in Figure 2.9 both
mechanisms are seen to balance almost perfectly for τ ∼ 1, although diffusion will always
take over for sufficiently long times, when the flame surface area will return to its initial
value.

2.7 Conclusions

A mathematical model is presented to describe local flame extinction and re-ignition in
a gaseous counterflow diffusion flame perturbed by a laminar vortex ring, with emphasis
on the dynamics of the flame-edges that form after local flame extinction between the
burning and extinguished regions of the flame.

For demonstrative purposes, the analysis is based on a simplified description of the
velocity field derived from potential flow theory. However, in order to avoid the potential
divergence of the azimuthal velocity at the vortex core, the flow field is regularized there
using a gaussian vorticity profile obtained from previous asymptotic analysis.

In the Burke-Schumann limit of infinitely fast chemistry the problem can be reduced
to one of mixing, involving the classical mixture fraction Z, whose solution provides the
flame sheet location as well as the local combustion rate, given by the local value of the
scalar dissipation rate χs. The main assumption of the model is that the flame-edges
propagate with a well defined velocity that is a function of the local Damköhler number,
Da = 1/(χstL). The flame-edge velocity is modeled using a synthetic analytic expression
which is motivated by recent numerical results on triple- and edge-flame propagation in
mixing layers [FTVL06] with heat release effects fully taken into account.

The most interesting case of study corresponds to the so-called robust flame regime,
R � 1. In this regime the dynamics of the flame-edges is mainly driven by the strong
convective velocities induced by the vortex ring, and we reproduce phenomena such as
local flame extinction, flame holes, edge flames, and—in some cases—flame reconnection
and pocket formation. On the other hand, weak flames, R − 1 � 1, are completely
extinguished as soon as they are perturbed by vortices, and therefore do not show any
relevant flame-edge dynamics.

The model captures and clarifies all the parametric dependencies observed experimen-
tally in non-premixed flame/vortex interactions, and despite its apparent simplicity, the
agreement with previously published experimental results is remarkable, demonstrating
its potential to describe extinction and re-ignition phenomena in unsteady non-premixed
systems.

In summary, the analysis proposed here provides a simple framework appropriate to
analyze such relevant phenomena as axial/annular extinction, different re-ignition sce-
narios, flame-edge dynamics, pocket formation, noise generation, etc. However, further
work is needed to clarify the effects of preferential diffusion and thermal expansion on the
obtained results. Similar modeling approaches could also be useful to investigate spray
combustion phenomena or to validate reduced kinetics models in unsteady flow fields.
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2.A Regularization of the velocity near the vortex core

The axisymmetric velocity field described by Equation (2.1) results from the superposition
of the unperturbed strain and the inviscid flow induced by the vortex ring outside the
vorticity core. The assumption of potential flow implies infinite velocities at the core, a
singular behavior that has to be smoothed out before integrating Equation (2.6). This can
be easily done by matching the outer inviscid velocity field with an inner viscous solution
at distances of the order of the nondimensional size, δv = (8 Pr /Pe0)1/2, of the vortex core.
As inner viscous solution we use the gaussian vorticity core employed, as in VL, for the
determination of the nondimensional self-induced velocity α0, which yields the following
regularized expressions for the velocity field

ũ =
ξ

2
+

Γ̃
πξc

(
ξc
2ξ

)3/2 (
η − ηc

ξc

)
I1(µ)

[
1− e−(%/δv)2

]
, (2.27a)

ṽ = −η − Γ̃
πξc

(
ξc
2ξ

)3/2 [
ξ

ξc
I1(µ)− I0(µ)

] [
1− e−(%/δv)2

]
, (2.27b)

where % = [(ξ−ξc)2+(η−ηc)2]1/2 denotes the nondimensional distance to the center of the
vortex core. In the vicinity of the vortex core the above expressions must by substituted
by the corresponding asymptotic expansions for %/δv � 1, namely

ũ =
ξ

2
+

Γ̃
πξc

(
η − ηc

ξc

) (
ξc
δv

)2

+O

[(
%

δv

)2
]
, (2.28a)

ṽ = −η − Γ̃
πξc

(
ξ − ξc
ξc

) (
ξc
δv

)2

+O

[(
%

δv

)2
]
. (2.28b)

As a consequence of the simultaneous vanishing of ξ, I0 and I1 at the symmetry axis,
the velocity field cannot be directly evaluated using (2.27) in this region. Again, the
indetermination can be resolved by expanding asymptotically the velocity field for small
values of ξ/ξc, namely

ũ =
ξ

2
+

Γ̃
πξc

[
3
2

πη̂

(1 + η̂2)5/2

(
ξ

ξc

)]
+O

[(
ξ

ξc

)3
]
, (2.29a)

ṽ = −η +
Γ̃
πξc

[
π

(1 + η̂2)3/2
− 3

4
π(4η̂2 − 1)

(1 + η̂2)7/2

(
ξ

ξc

)2
]

+O

[(
ξ

ξc

)4
]
, (2.29b)

where η̂ = (η − ηc)/ξc.
By applying Equations (2.27)–(2.29) in their respective domains of validity, a well

suited set of expressions for the velocity field is obtained.
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CHAPTER

THREE

The Effect of Combustion on the Drag and
Vaporization of Fuel Droplets

3.1 Introduction

In car engines as well as in many industrial devices for obtaining mechanical energy, the
commonly used hydrocarbon fuels are in liquid state at the normal ambient pressure
and temperature conditions. The chemical energy stored in the fuel is transformed into
thermal and mechanical energy in the combustion chamber, where the fuel is mixed with
the oxidizer, typically air, in proper quantities so that the combustion takes place under
optimum conditions. Since the fuel is stored in liquid state, it has either to be pre-
evaporated or directly injected into the chamber, in which case the combustion takes
place between a liquid fuel phase and a gaseous oxidizer phase.

The typical droplet sizes that result from the atomization of fuels are usually very
small compared to the characteristic lengths of the combustion chamber, and even smaller
than the smallest scales associated with the turbulence generated in the chamber to pro-
mote the mixing of the reactants. Thus, the droplet vaporization and combustion takes
place in a laminar milieu, in which the Peclet number, Pe = U∞a/DTe, based on the
relative velocity U∞ of the air stream to the droplet, the droplet radius a, and the thermal
diffusivity DTe evaluated at the adiabatic flame temperature Te, attains small to moder-
ate values. Therefore, the study of the vaporization and combustion of fuel droplets in
the limit of small Peclet numbers serves as a good starting point for the development of
two-fluid models for the modelization of fuel sprays, which correctly take into account
the ongoing vaporization and combustion processes [ATS84]. Additionally, these studies
have immediate applicability to the analysis of combustion experiments performed under
microgravity conditions [DHD+96].

In the considered limit of small Peclet numbers, the convection associated with the
velocity U∞ of the air stream can in first approximation be neglected at distances r to the
droplet of the order of the droplet radius a. In that case, the flow field is solely driven by
the uniform vaporization of the droplet, leading to spherically-symmetric configurations
that can be easily described even when the flame lies close to the droplet [Wil85]. But the
inclusion of the weak air stream significantly difficults the analysis of the flow, requiring of
additional simplifying assumptions for its analytical description. Hence, the suppression
of the combustion processes has lead to many analytical studies about the influence of the
air stream on the vaporization rate and drag of fuel droplets [FCS68, SA83, GA88]. On
the contrary, the inclusion of the combustion phenomena has required in most cases the
assumptions of constant density and transport properties [FSD66, BL91, JAC96, Bla02,
AW05]. The severe restriction on the density can be alliviated in the particular case in
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Figure 3.1: Schematic representation of the vaporization and combustion of a fuel droplet in the
limiting case of small Peclet numbers Pe and values of the overall stoichiometric ratio S ∼ 1/Pe.

which the flame lies at distances to the droplet of the order of the droplet radius. In that
case, the interaction between the incoming air stream and the flame is weak, thus still
allowing the analytical treatment of the problem [GSAS86].

But for common hydrocarbon fuels, the overall stoichiometric ratio S = sYF0/YO2∞,
based on the fuel mass fraction YF0 of the droplet, the oxygen mass fraction YO2∞ of the
air, and the mass s of oxygen consumed per unit mass of fuel, is a large number close
to 15. Then, the flame lies far from the droplet at distances of the order aS, where the
effects of convection are important if the Peclet number is of order 1/S. The resulting
configuration is shown schematically in Figure 3.1. In this case, the flow field in the flame
region is no longer spherically-symmetric, rendering the problem as much more difficult
to analyze. Additionally, the temperature variations induced by the heat of combustion
released at the flame lead to variations of order unity in the density and in the transport
properties, strongly coupling the fluid-dynamic and combustion problems. Therefore,
significant computational work is required for the description of the flame region.

The aim of the present work is to study the vaporization and combustion of fuel droplets
in that latter case. The study, based on a singular perturbation analysis for small values of
the Peclet number, takes into account the variable density and transport properties in the
inner region as well as in the flame region. The need of extensive numerical computations
for the description of the flame region forces the asymptotic matching to be done between
numerical and analytical solutions. The final result allows then the study of the effect of
the presence of the flame on the vaporization rate and drag of the fuel droplet.

The chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.2 starts by presenting the most general
formulation of the problem, and then goes on to introduce the infinitely fast chemistry,
unity Lewis numbers, and low Mach number assumptions. Then the asymptotic analysis
for the distinguished limit of Pe ∼ 1/S is presented in Section 3.3, where also the relevant
nondimensional parameters are identified and the boundary conditions for the flame region
derived. The numerical method is described in Section 3.4 and after identifying the relevant
ranges for the different nondimensional parameters, the numerical results are presented
and discussed in Section 3.5. Finally, the concluding remarks are given in Section 3.6.
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3.2 Formulation of the problem

For the description of the Oseen region, where r ∼ a/Pe, it is convenient to write the
equations in nondimensional form using U∞, DTe/U∞, andDTe/U

2
∞ as velocity, length, and

time scales. The density ρ, temperature T , and thermal diffusivity DT will be measured
with their respective values ρe, Te, and DTe at the flame.

The complex chemistry involved in the combustion of typical hydrocarbon fuels is
modelled in the present work through an overall one-step irreversible reaction of the form

F + sO2 → (1 + s)Products + (q), (3.1)

where a mass s of oxygen is consumed and an amount q of heat is released, both per unit
mass of fuel. This model for the chemistry, although very simplistic, allows to understand
many aspects of the combustion process of fuel droplets.

The normalized fuel and oxygen mass fractions ŶF = YF/YF0 and ŶO = YO2/YO2∞ and
the nondimensional temperature T satisfy the conservation equations

∂ρŶF

∂t
+∇ ·

(
ρvŶF −

ρDT

LF
∇ŶF

)
= ŵF, (3.2a)

∂ρŶO

∂t
+∇ ·

(
ρvŶO −

ρDT

LO
∇ŶO

)
= SŵF, (3.2b)

∂ρT

∂t
+∇ · (ρvT − ρDT∇T ) = − γ

1 + γ
(1 + S) ŵF, (3.2c)

where LF and LO are the Lewis numbers of fuel and oxygen, ŵF = wF/
(
ρeYF0U

2
∞/DTe

)
is the nondimensional mass of fuel consumed per unit volume per unit time, and γ ≡
(Te− T∞)/T∞ = qYF0/ [cpT∞(1 + S)] is the heat release parameter, which is an appropri-
ate dimensionless measure of the exothermicity of the reaction. The form of the energy
conservation equation (3.2c) is the result of the assumption of small Mach number and, for
simplicity in the presentation, the assumption that the specific heat at constant pressure,
cp, is constant.

These equations (3.2) for the conservation of fuel, oxygen, and energy must be solved
together with the mass and momentum conservation equations

∂ρ

∂t
+∇ · (ρv) = 0, (3.3a)

∂ρv

∂t
+∇ ·

(
ρvv + p′I − τ

)
= 0, (3.3b)

being p′ the pressure variation from its hydrostatic value. If gravity is acting on the fluid,
the term (ρ− 1) g has to be added to the right hand side of the momentum conservation
equation, where the gravity vector g is nondimensionalized with U3

∞/DTe. The viscous
stress tensor τ will be

τ = µ

[
2S − 2

3
(∇ · v) I

]
, Sij = 1

2 (vi,j + vj,i) , (3.4)

where the dynamic viscosity µ of the fluid is given in terms of the thermal diffusion
DT through the Prandtl number Pr = µ/ (ρDT), which is considered to be constant for
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simplicity in the presentation. The dependence of the thermal diffusion on the temperature
is modelled as ρDT = T σ, where σ is a constant.

The above system of equations is complemented with the simplified equation of state

ρT = 1 (3.5)

corresponding to the assumptions of low Mach number flow and neglection of the effect of
the variation of the molecular mass of the mixture.

The boundary conditions to be used with the previous system of equations are given
below for the general case of arbitrary values of the Peclet number, but with the assumption
that the droplet is vaporizing at constant surface temperature, Ts, equal to the boiling
temperature Tb of the droplet fuel. This assumption corresponds to large values of the ratio
of the nondimensional heat of vaporization, `v = Lv/(cpTe), to the product of Ts and the
fuel vapour gas constant R/MF, which appears in the exponent of the Clausius-Clapeyron
equation. In this case, the boundary conditions to be used at the droplet surface and at
infinity are

|x| = Pe : v = vsn, T = Ts, ŶO = ŶOs, ŶF = ŶFs, (3.6a)

|x| → ∞ : v → U∞/U∞, T → (1 + γ)−1, ŶO → 1, ŶF → 0, (3.6b)

where n is the outward pointing normal vector. The subscript s refers to the gas phase
conditions at the interface, while the subscript S, introduced in the next section, refers
to the stoichiometric conditions. The tangential velocity is continuous at the interface,
but is neglected, considering that the ratio of liquid to gas viscosities is large compared to
one. In addition, the nondimensional form of the mass and energy conservation equations
across the droplet interface take the form(

ρvŶFs −
ρDT

LF
∇ŶF

∣∣∣
s

)
· n = m̃, (3.7a)

(
ρvŶOs −

ρDT

LO
∇ŶO

∣∣∣
s

)
· n = 0, (3.7b)

(ρDT ∇T |s) · n = m̃`v. (3.7c)

The local mass vaporization rate m̃ = ρsvs = vs/Ts as well as the values ŶFs and ŶOs,
which vary along the surface, are to be calculated as part of the solution. In writing the
energy conservation equation at the droplet surface, we have neglected the heat conducted
to the interior of the droplet; a reasonable assumption for fuels with a liquid conductivity
large enough for the temperature to be nearly uniform T = Ts inside the droplet. In
the opposite limiting case of weakly conducting fuels, the temperature of the droplet is
the initial temperature T0 outside a thin surface layer. In this case `v in (3.7c) must be
replaced by `v + cl (Ts − T0), where cl is the specific heat of the liquid divided by cp. An
additional approximation used in (3.7) is that the regression velocity, da/dt, of the droplet
surface is small compared with the gas velocity, as a consequence of the small value of the
ratio of the gas to liquid densities.

In summary, the diffusion controlled combustion and vaporization of droplets for any
given Peclet number is described by the solution of the nondimensional system of equations
(3.2) and (3.3) with the boundary conditions (3.6) and (3.7) and the equation of state (3.5).
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3.2.1 The Burke-Schumann limit

In the Burke-Schumann limit of infinitely fast reaction rates, the fuel and oxygen do not
coexist outside of the infinitely thin reaction layer in which the chemical reaction takes
place at an infinitely fast rate. This means that the chemical source term ŵF takes the form
of a Dirac delta source distributed with the appropriate strength along the flame surface.
For the theoretical and numerical description of the diffusion controlled combustion, it is
convenient in the calculations to replace the governing equations (3.2) by an appropriate
linear combination, a generalization of the Shvab-Zel’dovich formulation, that eliminates
the chemical source terms [BS28, Liñ91, Liñ01].

So, for instance, the appropriate combination of the fuel and oxygen conservation
equations (3.2a) and (3.2b) leads to the conservation equation

∂ρZ

∂t
+∇ ·

(
ρvZ − ρDT

Lm
∇Z̃

)
= 0 (3.8)

for the classical and modified mixture fractions Z and Z̃ defined as

Z =
SŶF − ŶO + 1

S + 1
and Z̃ =

S̃ŶF − ŶO + 1
S̃ + 1

, (3.9)

where Lm = LO(S+1)/(S̃+1) is a mean Lewis number associated with the diffusivity of the
modified mixture fraction Z̃, and S̃ = SLO/LF is an appropriately modified stoichiometric
ratio. These conserved scalars are normalized to be unity in the fuel stream and zero in
the oxidizer stream. To notice is that both Z and Z̃ are continuous at the flame sheet.
However, the classical mixture fraction gradient ∇Z is discontinuous at the flame sheet,
while ∇Z̃ is continuous.

The conservation equation (3.8) is to be solved together with the Burke-Schumann
chemical equilibrium relation ŶF · ŶO = 0. This relation, together with the definitions
(3.9) of Z and Z̃, allows the determination of ŶF, ŶO, and Z in terms of Z̃, leading to the
piecewise linear relations represented in Figure 3.2, and whose analytical counterparts are

ŶF = 0, 1− ŶO =
Z

ZS
=

Z̃

Z̃S

, where Z̃ < Z̃S,

ŶO = 0, ŶF =
Z − ZS

1− ZS
=
Z̃ − Z̃S

1− Z̃S

where Z̃ > Z̃S,

(3.10)

with ZS = 1/(S+ 1) and Z̃S = 1/(S̃+ 1) defining the stoichiometric values of the mixture
fractions and the location of the flame sheet surface Z̃ = Z̃S.

Also the energy conservation equation (3.2c) can be substituted by a more conve-
nient one obtained from the appropriate linear combination of all three equations in (3.2),
leading to

∂ρH

∂t
+∇ ·

(
ρvH − ρDT∇H̃

)
= 0, (3.11)

which describes the spatial and temporal evolution of the classical and modified excess-
enthalpies H and H̃ defined as

H = (1 + γ)
T − 1
γ

+ ŶF + ŶO − 1 and H̃ = (1 + γ)
T − 1
γ

+
ŶF

LF
+
ŶO − 1
LO

, (3.12)
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Figure 3.2: The fuel and oxygen mass fractions ŶF and ŶO, the classical mixture fraction Z, and
the difference in excess-enthalpies H − H̃ as functions of the modified mixture fraction Z̃.

whose difference H − H̃ can be expressed in terms of the modified mixture fraction Z̃
through the relations (3.10) and the definitions (3.12) of the excess-enthalpies:

H − H̃ =


(
L−1

O − 1
) Z̃

Z̃S

where Z̃ < Z̃S,

(
L−1

O − 1
)

+
(
1− L−1

F

) Z̃ − Z̃S

1− Z̃S

where Z̃ > Z̃S.

(3.13)

Again, H and H̃ are continuous functions at the flame sheet, but only ∇H̃ is also contin-
uous at the flame sheet, while ∇H is discontinuous.

Known the mixture fractions and excess-enthalpies, the temperature field is recovered
from (3.12) just by solving for T , leading to

T =


(1 + γ)−1 +

γ

1 + γ

[
H̃ +

1
LO

Z̃

Z̃S

]
where Z̃ < Z̃S,

(1 + γ)−1 +
γ

1 + γ

[
H̃ +

1
LO

− 1
LF

Z̃ − Z̃S

1− Z̃S

]
where Z̃ > Z̃S.

(3.14)

The boundary conditions that complement the Equations (3.8) and (3.11) are obtained
by rewriting the original boundary conditions in terms of the mixture fractions and excess-
enthalpies. Thus, far from the droplet, where the unperturbed air stream flows, Z̃ = H̃ =
0, while on the droplet surface the continuity of temperatures across the interface leads to
a relation between the surface values of the modified excess-enthalpy, H̃s, and the modified
mixture fraction, Z̃s:

H̃s = (1 + γ)
Ts − 1
γ

+
1
LF

Z̃s − Z̃S

1− Z̃S

− 1
LO

. (3.15)

The remaining boundary conditions of mass and energy conservation across the droplet
interface lead to Robbin-type boundary conditions for Z̃ and H̃. Taking into account that
in the Burke-Schumann limit ŶO = 0 at the droplet surface, these boundary conditions
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reduce to(
ρvZs −

ρDT

Lm
∇Z̃

∣∣∣
s

)
· n = m̃ (3.16a)

(
ρvHs − ρDT ∇H̃

∣∣∣
s

)
· n = m̃

1 + γ

γ

[
Ts − (1 + γ)−1 − `v

]
. (3.16b)

The term on the right hand side of (3.16b) represents the thermal enthalpy flux associ-
ated with the temperature difference Ts − (1 + γ)−1 and the heat involved in the droplet
vaporization, which is typically small compared with the heat of combustion.

In summary, the assumption of infinitely fast reaction rates allows to reduce by one
the number of equations to be solved. Additionally, the remaining conservation equations
can be reformulated in order to eliminate their source terms, something very convenient
for their numerical treatment.

3.2.2 The unity Lewis numbers approximation

For the particular case of unity Lewis numbers, LF = LO = 1, when the fuel and oxygen
diffuse at the same rate as the energy, the modified variables Z̃ and H̃ and classical
variables Z and H coincide, and the above system of equations reduces to

∂ρZ

∂t
+∇ · (ρvZ − ρDT∇Z) = 0, (3.17a)

∂ρH

∂t
+∇ · (ρvH − ρDT∇H) = 0, (3.17b)

while the boundary conditions at the feeding air stream remain unchanged: Z = H = 0. In
contrast, the mass and energy conservation conditions across the droplet surface simplify
to

(ρvZs − ρDT ∇Z|s) · n = m̃, (3.18a)

(ρvHs − ρDT ∇H|s) · n = m̃
1 + γ

γ

[
Ts − (1 + γ)−1 − `v

]
. (3.18b)

Thanks to the structural similarity between the conservation equations (3.17) and
the boundary conditions (3.18) is it possible to directly obtain a solution for the excess-
enthalpy in terms of the mixture fraction:

H =
1 + γ

γ

[
Ts − (1 + γ)−1 − `v

]
Z, (3.19)

which can directly be substituted into (3.14) to derive the following simplified expressions
for the temperature field:

T =


(1 + γ)−1 +

[
Ts − (1 + γ)−1 − `v

]
Z +

γ

1 + γ

Z

ZS
where Z < ZS,

(1 + γ)−1 +
[
Ts − (1 + γ)−1 − `v

]
Z +

γ

1 + γ

1− Z

1− ZS
where Z > ZS.

(3.20)
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The remaining boundary condition at the droplet, namely the continuity of tempera-
tures across the interface, allows now the explicit determination of the mixture fraction at
the droplet surface by substituting (3.19) into (3.15) and solving for Zs:

Zs =

1− `v

Ts − (1 + γ)−1
(
1 + γ

1−ZS

)
−1

. (3.21)

In summary, assuming unity Lewis numbers allows to further reduce the original set
of three equations for the fuel, oxygen, and energy, to only one: the conservation equation
for the mixture fraction Z.

3.2.3 The low Mach number limit

In the low Mach number limit, when the characteristic flow velocities are small compared
to the speed of sound of the fluid, the flow is said to be incompressible. In this limit,
pressure disturbances, which travel with the speed of sound, can be regarded as infinitely
fast waves whose only duty is to enforce the incompressibility constraint. Hence, pressure
looses its thermodynamic meaning.

Mathematically, the incompressible flow formulation poses unique issues not present
in compressible flow equations because of this incompressibility requirement. Physically,
information travels at infinite speed in the incompressible medium, which means that the
character of the governing equations is at least in part of elliptic type.

There are several ways in which the incompressible flow formulation can be written
[Gre91a, Gre91b, Gre92]. Each of them has its advantages and disadvantages, which has an
influence on the numerical methods that can be used for their solution. Additionally, not
all of them are well suited for the case of incompressible flows with density variations due to
temperature gradients, which is the usual case in combustion problems. A brief overview
of the three most important formulations is presented next, along with arguments for their
use, or not use, in the description of the vaporization and combustion of fuel droplets.

Primitive variable formulation: The direct use of velocity and pressure as unknown
variables presents several advantages, like the straightforward application to three-
dimensional and unsteady flows. In this formulation, the velocity field is computed
from the momentum conservation equation and the pressure field has to be recovered
from the mass conservation equation. The two most common approaches are the
artificial compressibility method, where an artificial time derivative of the pressure
is added to the continuity equation during the transient calculations [Cho67], and
the pressure Poisson equation method, where the continuity equation is replaced
by a Poisson equation for the pressure obtained by taking the divergence of the
momentum conservation equation [OI74].

The main theoretical difficulty in this incompressible flow formulation resides in the
specification of proper boundary conditions for the pressure [Str84, GS91]. While
velocity boundary conditions are in most cases straightforward to obtain, no phys-
ically correct pressure boundary conditions are known. This has lead many to seek
alternative formulations like the ones presented next. Despite that, successful bound-
ary conditions have been proposed, like for instance the normal component of the
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momentum equation on the boundary as a Neumann boundary condition for the
pressure [GS91, JL02, JL04].

Additional difficulties arise from the numerical solution of this formulation, as the
direct discretization of these equations using low order numerical methods leads to
the phenomenon of odd-even decoupling in the pressure field [And95]. This problem
can be avoided through the use of staggered grids, although this approach is not
very desirable as its extension to curvilinear coordinates is cumbersome. Another
cure for the problem is to discretize the equations in special ways [SA91, SA92],
but this approach is very specific for each numerical method and physical problem.
On the other hand, when high order numerical methods are used, then the odd-even
decoupling phenomenon does no longer appear and smooth solutions for the pressure
field can easily be obtained.

For steady incompressible flows with density variations due to temperature gradients,
a slightly more complex Poisson-type equation for the pressure can be obtained,
whose solution ensures the incompressibility constraint imposed by the steady mass
conservation equation. But for unsteady flows, a pressure field has to be obtained
which ensures that the velocity field satisfies the unsteady continuity equation. This
task has only been accomplished for low order discretized versions of the governing
equations [Jon94], but not for their differential couterparts. Therefore, a common
used approach is to tackle the fully compressible Navier-Stokes equations using a
very small Mach number at the cost of the stiffness introduced by the scale disparity
between the acoustic and convective velocities of the problem [PV01].

Vorticity-streamfunction formulation: If the curl operator is applied to the momen-
tum conservation equation, a transport equation for the vorticity ω = ∇ × v is
obtained. The advantage of the resulting equation is the complete absence of the
pressure, which obviates the issues that showed up in the previous formulation. Ad-
ditionally, for two-dimensional or axisymmetric flows, the introduction of a stream-
function ψ, such that v = ∇ψ×k, automatically satisfies the incompressibility con-
straint and reduces the number of unknowns by one. For three-dimensional flows,
the analogue to the streamfunction is the stream vector ψ, such that v = ∇ × ψ.
In this case the incompressibility constraint is still automatically satisfied, but the
reduction of unknowns does no longer take place and some new subtleties appear
[Qua93].

But the difficulties in the boundary condition specification remain. The problem now
arises from the fact that the velocity boundary conditions provide a priori two sets
of boundary conditions for the streamfunction and none for the vorticity [Qua93].
Although this is no problem from a theoretical point of view, the same cannot be
said from a numerical point of view, where a boundary value for the vorticity has
to be specified. Several approaches have been followed to cure this problem, which
reach from local vorticity boundary conditions in terms of interior and boundary
values of the streamfunction up to integral constraints for the complete vorticity
field [EL96, NPQ99].

When incompressible flows with variable density are considered, the baroclinic torque
result from the simultaneous presence of density and pressure gradients no longer
allows the elimination of the pressure from the governing equations. Only for the
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particular case of steady flows is it possible to derive a vorticity conservation equation
free of pressure terms [ES93, Ern94]. Hence, this limits the applicability of this
formulation to steady combustion problems, for which successful applications have
been reported [MSC80, SMK89, XS93]. But the existence in the present problem of
an a priori unknown vaporization rate distribution along the droplet surface difficults
the imposition of boundary conditions on the streamfunction.

Vorticity-velocity formulation: A way of circumventing the boundary condition prob-
lems of the previous formulation consists in using the velocity instead of the stream-
function as the second unknown. Hence, the governing equations in this case are the
vorticity conservation equation and the pair formed by the continuity equation and
the definition of vorticity (or an analogous derivable set).

A total of three different approaches can be followed to recover the velocity field from
the vorticity field. The first consists in tackling directly the above mentioned system
of equations. Except for [GGR82, GGR89], this approach has seldomly been used.
Another rarely used approach consists in using an integral formula for the velocity
field, leading to an integro-differential vorticity-velocity formulation [WT71, WT73].
The last and most used approach consists in deriving three Poisson equations for
the three velocity components by taking the curl of the vorticity definition [Fas73].

Boundary conditions for the vorticity are in this formulation straightforward to
obtain, since it is sufficient to impose its definition at the boundary to make the
vorticity-velocity formulation totally equivalent to the primitive variable one [DGS91,
SL97, TK99]. But this formulation is not free of difficulties. First, the limitation to
steady incompressible flows with variable density remains, as the vorticity conser-
vation equation is part of the formulation. Second, for three-dimensional problems
the number of unknowns increases from four to six, while for two-dimensional prob-
lems the number of unknowns remains equal to the one of the primitive-variable
formulation.

Successful applications of this formulation to steady combustion problems have been
reported in the literature [BS98, BMPS00, BMP+01], which combined with its con-
venience for the imposition of boundary conditions on the droplet surface makes
it the choice for the numerical simulations in the present study. Nevertheless, the
vorticity-streamfunction formulation is also used in the present analysis, as it is more
convenient for the analytical aspects of the problem.

Once chosen the formulations to use, its governing equations are derived for the case of
incompressible flows with variable density. By taking the curl of the momentum conserva-
tion equation (3.3b), the transport equation for the vorticity ω is obtained [ES93, Ern94]:

∇ρ×
[
∂v

∂t
+ v · ∇v

]
+ ρ

[
∂ω

∂t
+∇× (ω × v)

]
= ∇× [∇ · τ ] . (3.22)

If gravity is acting on the fluid, the term ∇ρ × g has to be added to the right hand side
to take into account the vorticity generated by the misalignment of the density gradient
with respect to the gravity field. By applying vector calculus identities to the right hand
side, the following more useful form of it can be derived:

∇× [∇ · τ ] = µ∇2ω +∇µ× [2∇ (∇ · v)−∇× ω] +∇× [∇µ · 2S] . (3.23)
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Although not explicitly visible in (3.22), the previously mentioned baroclinic torque
∇ρ×∇p is hidden inside the first term on the left hand side, as the temporal derivative of
the velocity is linked to the pressure gradient through Equation (3.3b). For steady flows
this problem no longer exists, since the temporal derivatives disappear and the resulting
equation is self-sufficient. An interesting alternative for the derivation of a vorticity con-
servation equation, useful even for unsteady flows, could be the definition of a compressible
vorticity ωc = ∇× (ρv) for which the conservation equation would be

∂ωc

∂t
+∇× [∇ · (ρvv)] = ∇× [∇ · τ ] , (3.24)

although this option has not been further investigated as the problem to be studied is
time independent.

The Poisson equations for the velocity components are obtained by taking the curl
of the definition of vorticity and using the continuity equation to simplify the resulting
expressions:

∇2v = −∇× ω −∇
(
v · ∇ρ
ρ

)
−∇

(
1
ρ

∂ρ

∂t

)
. (3.25)

In summary, the original set of mass and momentum conservation equations (3.3) are
substituted by the above given vorticity conservation equation (3.22) and the Poisson
equations (3.25) for the velocity, which have to be solved with the boundary conditions
(3.6) for the velocity and ω = ∇× v for the vorticity.

3.3 The distinguished limit of Pe ∼ ZS � 1

When the Peclet number of the flow is small compared to unity, two distinct regions
can be identified in the flow. The first one, known as inner region or Stokes region, is
characterized by the dominance of the viscous effects, and comprehends the region located
at distances to the droplet of the order of the droplet radius. In the second region, which
is at distances of the order of 1/Pe, the convective effects are as important as the viscous
ones, rendering this region, known as outer region or Oseen region, the richest one from
the point of view of the physics. Very far away from the droplet, where r � 1/Pe, the
droplet has no effect on the flow, which is then equal to the incoming air stream.

In which of the two regions the flame lies depends on the fuel of the droplet. For com-
mon hydrocarbons, the overall stoichiometric ratio S is large compared to unity, leading
to small values of the stoichiometric mixture fraction ZS = 1/(S + 1). This means that
the flame will be located at distances of the order of 1/ZS. Hence, for ZS ∼ Pe the flame
would lie in the Oseen region.

In the present work the distinguised limit of Pe ∼ ZS � 1 is considered. The anal-
ysis is carried out using matched asymptotic expansions between the two regions, whose
solutions can in general not be obtained analytically. Therefore, numerical computations
are required, and matching between numerical and analytical solutions has to be done.
Since the non-dimensionalization of the governing equations has been carried out using
the reference scales of the Oseen region, the inner expansions of the mixture fraction and
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velocity need to be rescaled properly, leading to

Zi(R, θ) = Z0(R, θ) + PeZ1(R, θ) + o (Pe) , (3.26a)

vi(R, θ) = Pe−1 [V0(R, θ) + PeV1(R, θ) + o (Pe)] , (3.26b)

where R = r/Pe is the radial coordinate scaled with the radius of the droplet instead of
with the characteristic viscous length. The outer expansion of the mixture fraction has to
take into account that it attains small values of O(ZS) throughout the Oseen region, thus
leading to the following asymptotic expansions of the variables:

Zo(r, θ) = ZS

[
Ẑ0(r, θ) + PeẐ1(r, θ) + o (Pe)

]
, (3.27a)

vo(r, θ) = v0(r, θ) + Pev1(r, θ) + o (Pe) . (3.27b)

3.3.1 The zeroth order inner solution

Close to the droplet, where the viscous effects are dominant, the velocity of the air stream
is in first approximation negligible, leading to a spherical-symmetric flow solely induced
by the uniform vaporization of the droplet. Hence, only the radial component Vr of the
velocity has to be determined, whose value is obtained by integrating once the continuity
equation (3.3a):

R2ρVr = λ, (3.28)

where λ = Pe m̃ is the properly rescaled zeroth order mass vaporization rate, which is of
order unity. In this expression, as well as in the following ones, the subindices denoting
the zeroth order approximation have been suppressed for simplicity in the notation.

A first integral can also be obtained from the conservation equation (3.17a) for the
mixture fraction Z, leading to

λZ −R2T σ dZ

dR
= λ, (3.29)

where the boundary condition (3.18a), properly rewritten in terms of the interior variables,
has been used to determine the integration constant. The zeroth order temperature is
obtained from (3.20) by asymptotically expanding it for small values of the stoichiometric
mixture fraction ZS and taking into account that in the inner region Z > ZS:

T = 1 + [Ts − 1− `v]Z. (3.30)

Through the change of independent variables

1
b

dξ
ξ2

=
1
T σ

dR
R2

with b =
∫ ∞

1
T σ dξ

ξ2
, (3.31)

where the chosen value of b ensures that R = 1 for ξ = 1, is it possible to reduce the above
problem of variable thermal conductivity to one with constant thermal conductivity. The
resulting differential equation

λ̃Z − ξ2
dZ

dξ
= λ̃, (3.32)
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with λ̃ = λ/b, can be solved together with the boundary condition Z → 0 for ξ → ∞,
leading to

Z(ξ) = 1− exp
(
−λ̃/ξ

)
. (3.33)

The yet unknown mass vaporization rate λ̃ is obtained from imposing the condition
that at the droplet surface, where ξ = 1, the mixture fraction reaches the zeroth order
surface value Zs derived from (3.21):

λ̃ = − ln (1− Zs) , Zs =
[
1− `v

Ts − 1

]−1

. (3.34)

Of relevance for the asymptotic matching of the zeroth order inner solution with the
zeroth order outer solution, to be obtained next, is the behaviour of the derived solution
for large distances to the droplet. In order to express the mixture fraction in terms of the
coordinate R, the coordinate transformation (3.31) has to be expanded for large values of
ξ, leading to

1
R

=
1
b

∫ ∞

ξ
T σ dζ

ζ2
=

1
b

1
ξ

+ o

(
1
ξ

)
, (3.35)

showing that the constant b represents the integrated effect of the dilatation/contraction
caused by the variable thermal conductivity. Expanding the obtained mixture fraction
and radial velocity component for large values of ξ, the following behaviour far from the
droplet is revealed:

Z =
ξ�1

λ̃

ξ
+ o

(
1
ξ

)
=
λ

R
+ o

(
1
R

)
, (3.36a)

Vr =
ξ�1

λ

R2
+ o

(
1
R2

)
. (3.36b)

The derived equations and solution for the zeroth order inner region problem show that
the existence of the flame does not appear explicitly in the problem. This is a consequence
of the appropriately chosen nondimensionalization of the equations, which employs the
adiabatic flame temperature Te as reference value. However, an indirect effect of the flame
exists, as the nondimensional surface temperature Ts of the droplet is scaled with Te.

3.3.2 The zeroth order outer solution

In the outer region of the flow, at distances r ∼ 1/Pe, the flow is no longer spherical-
symmetric as the convective effects and the inflow velocity of the air stream are now as
important as the diffusive effects. Substitution of the outer expansions of the variables
into the mixture fraction conservation equation (3.17a) leads to the following zeroth order
equation for Ẑ

∇ ·
(
ρvẐ − ρDT∇Ẑ

)
= 0, (3.37)

where again the subindices denoting the zeroth order terms have been suppressed for sim-
plicity in the notation. This equation has to be complemented by the vorticity transport
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equations (3.22) and the equations (3.25) for the velocity, which also remain unchanged
in their zeroth order approximation.

The temperature, needed for the evaluation of the thermal conductivity, is related to
the mixture fraction through the zeroth order version of the relations (3.20) written here
in terms of the outer region variables:

T =


1 + γẐ

1 + γ
where Ẑ < 1,

1 where Ẑ > 1.

(3.38)

Very far from the droplet, at the outer border of the outer region, the mixture fraction
and the velocity tend to their respective values at the unperturbed air stream

r →∞ : Ẑ → 0, v → U∞/U∞, (3.39)

whereas at the droplet surface the original boundary conditions need to be replaced by
asymptotic matching conditions with the zeroth order inner solution. These are obtained
by rewriting the expansions given in (3.36) in terms of the outer variables:

r → 0 : Ẑ → λ̂

r
, vr → O (Pe) , (3.40)

where the outer scaled vaporization rate λ̂ = (Pe/ZS)λ is the only parameter through which
the inner region has an influence on the outer solution. From these matching conditions
one concludes that while the mixture fraction feels the presence of the droplet through a
point source located at the origin, the velocity does not, thus no boundary condition for
the velocity exists at the origin.

In view of the governing equations and boundary conditions, the zeroth order approx-
imations for the mixture fraction and velocity in the outer region depend only on four
parameters:

Ẑ = Ẑ
(
x; λ̂, γ, σ,Pr

)
, v = v

(
x; λ̂, γ, σ,Pr

)
. (3.41)

In the particular case of no heat release, γ = 0, density and transport properties remain
constant, and the combustion and fluid dynamic problems can be solved independently
of each other, leading to the following analytical expressions for the mixture fraction and
velocity:

Ẑ =
λ̂

r
e−

1
2
(1−cos θ)r, v = U∞/U∞. (3.42)

But in the more general case in which heat is released at the flame, the temperature varia-
tions induced by the combustion processes lead to variations in the density and transport
properties which are of order unity, thus requiring of extensive numerical computations
for the solution of the zeroth order problem in the outer region.

For the numerical tackling of the zeroth order problem in the outer region it is con-
venient to substract the singular behaviour of the mixture fraction at the origin to avoid
numerical difficulties and convergence problems. Therefore, the numerical computations
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are carried out using the unmodified velocity v and the regularized mixture fraction Ẑ ′ as
unknowns, where the latter is defined as

Ẑ ′ = Ẑ − λ̂

r
e−

vo
2

(1−cos θ)r, (3.43)

being vo the axial velocity at the origin. The advantage of Ẑ ′ over Ẑ is that the former
one is finite and single-valued at the origin, while the latter one not.

To perform the asymptotic matching of the zeroth order outer solution with the first
order inner solution, to be obtained next, it is necessary to derive the asymptotic behaviour
of Ẑ close to the origin. The expansion of the obtained solution for small values of the
radial coordinate r reveals that

Ẑ = Ẑ ′o +
λ̂

r
− voλ̂

2
(1− cos θ) + o(1) =

λ̂

r
+ ĥ∞ + ĝ∞ cos θ + o(1), (3.44)

where Ẑ ′o is the value attained by Ẑ ′ at the origin and the following constants are introduced
for later convenience:

ĥ∞ = Ẑ ′o −
voλ̂

2
, ĝ∞ =

voλ̂

2
. (3.45)

In fact, these constants serve as far field boundary conditions in the next section for the
first order approximation of the mixture fraction in the inner region.

3.3.3 The first order inner solution

In order to capture the combined influence of the air stream velocity and the combustion
processes on the droplet’s drag and vaporization rate it is necessary to retain the next
term, of O(Pe), of the inner asymptotic expansions. It is convenient for the description
of the first order velocity field to use the vorticity and the streamfunction as unknowns,
where the latter is related to the velocity components in the spherical coordinate system
(R, θ, φ) through

mr = ρVr =
1

R2 sin θ
∂Ψ
∂θ

and mθ = ρVθ = − 1
R sin θ

∂Ψ
∂R

. (3.46)

Based on the form of the zeroth order inner solution and of the governing equations in
its first order approximation, the following expressions for the unknowns can be inferred:

Ψ(R, θ) = −λ0 cos θ + Pe
[
−λ1 cos θ +R2f(R) sin2 θ

]
+ o (Pe) , (3.47a)

Z(R, θ) = Z0(R) + Pe [h(R) + g(R) cos θ] + o (Pe) , (3.47b)

ω(R, θ) = 0 + Pe
[
−R−1Ω(R) sin θ

]
+ o (Pe) , (3.47c)

where λ0 and Z0(R) correspond to the zeroth order inner solution obtained before. Upon
substitution of these expressions into the temperature relations (3.20), the equation of
state (3.5), and the viscosity definition µ = PrρDT = PrT σ, the following asymptotic
expansions are obtained:

T (R, θ) = T0(R) + Pe [T10(R) + T11(R) cos θ] + o (Pe) , (3.48a)

ρ(R, θ) = T0(R)−1 + Pe
[
−T0(R)−2 (T10(R) + T11(R) cos θ)

]
+ o (Pe) , (3.48b)

µ(R, θ) = PrT0(R)σ + Pe
[
σPrT0(R)σ−1 (T10(R) + T11(R) cos θ)

]
+ o (Pe) . (3.48c)
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These expressions have been written in terms of

T0(R) = 1 + [Ts − 1− `v]Z0(R), (3.49a)

T10(R) = [Ts − 1− `v]h(R) + γ(1 + γ)−1(Pe/ZS)−1 [1− Z0(R)] , (3.49b)

T11(R) = [Ts − 1− `v] g(R), (3.49c)

for the sake of brevity and clarity in the forthcoming equations.

Substituting all these expansions into the mixture fraction conservation equation (3.17a)
and forcing the individual terms that multiply the different trigonometric functions to be
equal to zero leads to the following set of two ordinary differential equations for the func-
tions h(R) and g(R):

T σ
0

d2h

dR2
+

(
T σ

0

2
R
− λ0

R2

)
dh

dR
− λ1

R2

dZ0

dR
=

−σT σ−2
0

[
(σ − 1)

dT0

dR

dZ0

dR
T10 + T0

(
1
R2

d

dR

(
R2dZ0

dR

)
T10 +

dT0

dR

dh

dR
+
dZ0

dR

dT10

dR

)]
,

(3.50a)

T σ
0

d2g

dR2
+

(
T σ

0

2
R
− λ0

R2

)
dg

dR
− T σ

0

2g
R2

− 2f
dZ0

dR
=

−σT σ−2
0

[
(σ − 1)

dT0

dR

dZ0

dR
T11 + T0

(
1
R2

d

dR

(
R2dZ0

dR

)
T11 +

dT0

dR

dg

dR
+
dZ0

dR

dT11

dR

)]
.

(3.50b)

In both equations, the terms on the right hand side are solely due to the temperature
dependence of the transport coefficients, while the terms on the left hand side prevail in
the case of constant transport coefficients.

Finally, equations for the first order vorticity and streamfunction are obtained. By
taking the curl of the momentum and rewriting the result in terms of the vorticity and
the momentum itself, the following equation is obtained:

∇×m = ρω + ρ−1∇ρ×m. (3.51)

Substitution of the asymptotic expansions (3.47) into it leads to

Ω
R2

= T0

[
d2f

dR2
+

4
R

df

dR

]
+

[
dT0

dR

df

dR
+ 2

dT0

dR

f

R
− λ0

R4
T11

]
, (3.52)

which serves as differential equation for f(R). The differential equation for Ω(R) is de-
rived from the vorticity transport equation (3.22) through substitution of the asymptotic
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expansions:

PrT σ
0

[
d2Ω
dR2

− 2Ω
R2

]
− λ0

R2

[
dΩ
dR

− 2Ω
R

]
= −2λ0

R2

[
dT0

dR
f +

λ0

R3
T11

]

+σPrT σ
0

[
2R

(
d2T0

dR2
− 1
R

dT0

dR

)
df

dR
− 6λ0

R3

(
dT11

dR
− T11

R

)]

−σPrT σ−1
0

[
2R

(
dT0

dR

)2 (
(1− σ)

df

dR
+

2f
R

)
+ 2

dT0

dR

(
dΩ
dR

− Ω
R

)

+
d2T0

dR2
Ω + (3σ − 1)

2λ0

R3

dT0

dR
T11

]
+ σ(1− σ)PrT σ−2

0

(
dT0

dR

)2

Ω, (3.53)

where the first term on the right hand side is solely due to the variable density effects,
while the remaining ones are also due to the temperature dependence of the transport
coefficients. Again, the terms on the left hand side persist in the case of constant density
flows with constant transport coefficients.

The derived system of ordinary differential equations needs to be complemented with
boundary conditions. At the outer limit of the inner region, the streamfunction and
vorticity have to approach the uniform velocity (vo, 0), multiplied by the density ρo = 1,
imposed by the zeroth order outer solution, leading to the conditions

R→∞ : 2f → vo, Ω → 0. (3.54)

For the mixture fraction components h(R) and g(R) the far field boundary conditions are
derived by looking at the behaviour of the equations (3.50) for large values of the radial
coordinate R

T σ
0

2
R

dh

dR
= o

(
R−1

)
, −T σ

0

2g
R2

− 2f
dZ0

dR
= o

(
R−2

)
, (3.55)

which shows that both functions tend to non-zero constants far from the droplet. This
result is consistent with the existence of the Oseen region, through which the mixture
fraction will finally decay to its zero upstream value. The values of these constants are
obtained from the asymptotic matching with the zeroth order outer solution, whose be-
haviour close to the droplet is given by (3.44) and (3.45), leading to:

h∞ = (Pe/ZS)−1ĥ∞, g∞ = (Pe/ZS)−1ĝ∞. (3.56)

The boundary conditions at the droplet surface are obtained by substituting the asymp-
totic expansions (3.47) into the corresponding boundary conditions. Conditions for the
functions h(R) and g(R) are obtained either by imposing the asymptotic expansion of the
surface value (3.21) of the mixture fraction, or by imposing the surface temperature Ts,
which implies that T10(1) = T11(1) = 0:

g(1) = 0, h(1) = (Pe/ZS)−1Zs1 with Zs1 =
γ

1 + γ

(Zs0 − 1)
[Ts − 1− `v]

, (3.57)

where Zs0 is the zeroth order approximation given in (3.34). The boundary condition for
f(R) results from imposing zero tangential velocity at the droplet:

2f(1) +
df

dR

∣∣∣∣
R=1

= 0. (3.58)
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One additional boundary condition needs to be fulfilled, namely the mass conservation
across the droplet interface (3.18a). Upon substitution of the asymptotic expansions for
the velocity and the mixture fraction, the following two constraints are obtained:

2f(1) (Zs0 − 1) + λ0g(1)− T σ
s

dg

dR

∣∣∣∣
R=1

− σT σ−1
s

dZ0

dR

∣∣∣∣
R=1

T11(1) = 0, (3.59a)

λ1 (Zs0 − 1) + λ0h(1)− T σ
s

dh

dR

∣∣∣∣
R=1

− σT σ−1
s

dZ0

dR

∣∣∣∣
R=1

T10(1) = 0. (3.59b)

These constraints are only fulfilled for specific values of the eigenvalues λ1 and Ω(1) of
the problem, thus these additional constraints need to be solved simultaneously with the
rest of the equations of the first order inner region problem.

3.3.4 Drag of the fuel droplet

One of the goals of the present analysis is to evaluate the impact of the existence of the
flame and the associated combustion processes on the aerodynamic drag of the fuel droplet.
For the considered case of spherical droplets, the drag D, or force the fluid exerts on the
droplet, is given by

D =
∫ 2π

0

∫ π

0

[(
ρvv + p′I − τ

)
· n

]
· ı sin θ dθdφ

=−
∫ π

0

[
ρVr (Vr cos θ − Vθ sin θ) + P ′ cos θ − τrr cos θ + τrθ sin θ

]
2π sin θ dθ, (3.60)

where n is the outward pointing normal vector, P ′ is the pressure in the inner region, and
the drag is nondimensionalized with the inner scaling ρea

2(DTe/a)2. The first term in the
integrand represents the effect of the ongoing vaporization at the droplet surface, while the
second term is the contribution of the pressure. Finally, the last two terms are due to the
viscous effects. Although these contributions appear as independent terms, they cannot
be separated, as they are tightly coupled to each other through the underlying problem.
By substituting the asymptotic expansions for the different variables and neglecting higher
order terms, the following expression for the drag is obtained

D =
4
3
π

[
4λ0

(
4
3
Pr`v − Ts

)
f(1)− P11(1) + 2PrT σ

s Ω(1)
]

Pe, (3.61)

where P11(R) is the azimuthal term of the asymptotic expansion of the pressure in the
inner region:

P ′(R, θ) = P0(R) + Pe [P10(R) + P11(R) cos θ] + o (Pe) . (3.62)

Therefore, the pressure has to be obtained along with the streamfunction, mixture fraction,
and vorticity. The ordinary differential equation for P11(R) is derived from substituting
the asymptotic expansions into the momentum conservation equation (3.3b) in the radial
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direction, leading to

dP11

dR
+ 2T0

λ0

R2

[
df

dR
− 2f
R

]
− 2PrT σ+1

0

[
d2f

dR2
+

3
R

df

dR

]
= − λ

2
0

R4

[
dT11

dR
− 2T11

R

]

−4
λ0

R2

dT0

dR
f +

2
3
PrT σ

0

[
dT0

dR

(
(6σ + 7)

df

dR
+ 4

f

R

)
+ 4

d2T0

dR2
f

+
λ0

R2

(
2
d2T11

dR2
− (6σ + 5)

1
R

dT11

dR
+ 3σ

T11

R2

)]
+

2
3
σPrT σ−1

0

[
2
λ0

R2

d2T0

dR2
T11

+
λ0

R2

dT0

dR

(
4
dT11

dR
− (6σ + 5)

T11

R

)
+ 4

(
dT0

dR

)2

f

]

+
4
3
σ(σ − 1)Pr

λ0

R2
T σ−2

0

(
dT0

dR

)2

T11. (3.63)

As in previous differential equations, the terms on the left hand side are the only ones
that prevail in the case of constant density and transport properties.

Only one boundary condition is required for the pressure. Since the outer region does
not impose any pressure gradient of O(Pe), no azimuthal pressure variation exists far from
the droplet, thus

R→∞ : P11 → 0. (3.64)

Once the first order inner solution is obtained by solving the corresponding boundary
value problem, the drag of the droplet is obtained from Equation (3.61). In the absence of
vaporization and combustion, the obtained drag has to revert to the classical expression
by Stokes, DStokes = 6πµ∞U∞a, for a solid sphere immersed in a low Reynolds number
flow. Using the inner region scaling, this drag is equal to

DStokes = 6π(1 + γ)−σPrPe, (3.65)

where the factor (1 + γ)−σ comes from nondimensionalizing the drag with the thermal
diffusion evaluated at the flame temperature instead of at the incoming air temperature.

3.4 Numerical method

In the particular case in which density and transport properties are constant, most of the
problem of the droplet vaporization and combustion can be described analytically. But in
the more general case in which heat release effects are taken into account, the description
has to be done mainly numerically.

A total of three different problems have to be solved to be able to evaluate the effect
of the flame on the drag and vaporization rate of the fuel droplet, namely the zeroth and
first order approximations in the inner region and the zeroth order approximation in the
outer region. Since the requirements in terms of numerical techniques are different in each
of them, the employed numerical methods are presented separately:
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3. The Effect of Combustion on the Drag and Vaporization of Fuel Droplets

Zeroth order inner problem: The spherical symmetry of the problem combined with
the change of independent variable proposed in (3.31) allows the analytical descrip-
tion of most of the solution. Nevertheless, the transformation from the convenient
variable ξ back to the physical radial coordinate R has to be done numerically, as
the integral defining the coordinate transformation

b

[
1− 1

R

]
=

∫ ξ

1
T σ

0

dζ
ζ2
, with b =

∫ ∞

1
T σ

0

dζ
ζ2
, (3.66)

has no analytical primitive function. Therefore, the integral is evaluated numerically
for each value of ξ using classical Gaussian quadrature formulas. For convenience,
the infinite domains R ∈ [1,∞] and ξ ∈ [1,∞] are mapped to the finite domain [0, 1]
through the transformations η = R−1 and χ = ξ−1, leading to

b [1− η] =
∫ 1

χ
T σ

0 dζ, with b =
∫ 1

0
T σ

0 dζ. (3.67)

Zeroth order outer problem: The presence of the flame in the outer region of the flow
induces density and temperature variations of order unity, which strongly couple the
fluid dynamic problem with the mixture fraction transport. Therefore, the complete
problem has to be solved numerically.

Since the flow in the Oseen region is axisymmetric, the system of governing equations
formed by the mixture fraction conservation equation (3.37), the vorticity transport
equation (3.22), and the two Poisson equations (3.25) for the velocity components is
formulated in the cylindrical coordinates (r, θ, z) and solved in the meridian plane
(z, r). As indicated before, the regularized mixture fraction Ẑ ′ defined in (3.43) is
used instead of the mixture fraction Ẑ itself.

The spatial derivatives in the governing equations are approximated using a 10th

degree finite difference discretization with an optimally distributed rectangular grid
obtained as follows. Let ξ and η be two sets of optimally distributed nodes over the
intervals [−1, ξmax] and [0, 1], respectively, obtained using the algorithm presented
in Chapter 1. Then, the mapping to the physical coodinates (z, r) is accomplished
through a transformation of the type

z

Lmax
= (1− c) ξ + c ξ3,

r

Lmax
= (1− c) η + c η3, (3.68)

where the size of the computational domain Lmax as well as the clustering c of nodes
close to the origin can be controlled. The value of ξmax is chosen such that the
computational domain is (z, r) ∈ [−Lmax, 2Lmax]× [0, Lmax].

The solution to the resulting nonlinear system of discretized equations is obtained
by an interative strategy based on marching the equations in a pseudotime using a
classical first order inverse Euler method. The sparse system of algebraic equations
that arises at each step is solved using the SPARSKIT library developed by Yousef
Saad.

First order inner problem: As in the case of the zeroth order inner problem, the
change of independent variable η = R−1 is used to map the problem to the fi-
nite interval η ∈ [0, 1], thus simplifying its numerical treatment. The system of five
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Lv Tb Te s
Formula Fuel (kJ/kg) (K) (K) `v Ts γatm Satm

C5H12 Pentane 358 309 2272 3.56 0.107 0.136 6.6 15.3
C6H14 Hexane 335 342 2273 3.53 0.101 0.150 6.6 15.2
C7H16 Heptane 316 372 2274 3.52 0.095 0.164 6.6 15.2
C8H18 Octane 300 399 2275 3.51 0.090 0.175 6.6 15.1
C9H20 Nonane 295 424 2276 3.50 0.089 0.186 6.6 15.1
C10H22 Decane 277 447 2277 3.49 0.083 0.196 6.6 15.1
C11H24 Undecane 265 469 2277 3.49 0.079 0.206 6.6 15.0
C12H26 Dodecane 256 489 2277 3.48 0.077 0.215 6.6 15.0

Table 3.1: Latent heat of vaporization Lv, boiling temperature Tb, adiabatic flame temperature
Te, and mass s of oxygen consumed per unit mass of fuel for different hydrocarbon fuels [Tur00],
together with their nondimensional counterparts `v and Ts and the heat release parameter γ and
overall stoichiometric ratio S for the case of atmospheric combustion conditions.

ordinary differential equations that governs the first order inner region problem is
solved by approximating the spatial derivatives by a 10th degree finite difference dis-
cretization with an optimally distributed grid over the interval [0, 1]. The solution
to the resulting sparse system of algebraic equations is obtained using the PARDISO
library developed at the University of Basel [SG04].

The determination of the two eigenvalues of the problem, namely the O(Pe) cor-
rection λ1 to the vaporization rate and the vorticity Ω(1) at the droplet surface,
are obtained by applying the Newton-Raphson method to the constraints (3.59) and
solving the differential problem for each set of tentative values for the eigenvalues.

3.5 Discussion of results

The proposed asymptotic analysis of the vaporization and combustion of droplets is used
next to determine the vaporization rate and drag of realistic fuel droplets. Table 3.1 shows
the thermodynamic properties of several common hydrocarbon fuels. For the present
study only their latent heat of vaporization Lv, boiling temperature Tb, adiabatic flame
temperature Te, and mass s of oxygen consumed per unit mass of fuel are relevant [Tur00].
Their nondimensional couterparts `v = Lv/(cpTe) and Ts = Tb/Te are also given in the
table, along with the heat release parameter γ = (Te−T∞)/T∞ and overall stoichiometric
ratio S = sYF0/YO2∞ for the case of fuel droplets burning under atmospheric conditions:
YO2∞ = 0.23 and T∞ = 288K.

For the transport properties and the specific heat at constant pressure cp, used for
the nondimensionalization of the thermodynamic quantities, the typical values of air are
used, although the value of the Prandtl number is slightly increased in order to take into
account the polyatomic nature of the fuel and the combustion products [Wil85]:

cp(Te) = 1.464 kJ/(kg K), σ ∼ 0.7, Pr ∼ 0.75. (3.69)

In the results presented next the vaporization and combustion of the fuel droplet
is considered to take place in an air stream at atmospheric conditions. Other far field
conditions are thinkable, specially in the study of the vaporization and combustion of fuel
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Figure 3.3: Zeroth order inner solution for the fuel Octane. (a) Mixture fraction Z0 and tem-
perature T0 in terms of the radial coordinate R. (b) Coordinate transformation ξ = ξ(R) used to
absorb the variable thermal diffusion effects in the analytical solution procedure of the problem.

droplets in sprays. In that case, part of the oxygen may have already been consumed by
neighbouring droplets, thus leading to an increase in the temperature. Then, the overall
stoichiometric ratio S will be greater and the heat release parameter γ lower than in the
case of atmospheric conditions.

3.5.1 The zeroth order inner solution

None of the nondimensional parameters involved in the zeroth order inner solution, namely
the droplet temperature Ts, the heat of vaporization `v, and the exponent σ of the thermal
diffusion, depend on the flow conditions of the incoming air stream. This means that the
obtained results are applicable for any values of the stoichiometric ratio S and heat release
parameter γ, as long as the performed asymptotic analysis remains valid (S � 1).

Figure 3.3(a) shows the zeroth order inner solution for the representative case of Oc-
tane. The nondimensional temperature T0(R), which far from the droplet is equal to
unity, decays till the droplet’s surface temperature Ts, thus supplying the heat required
for the vaporization of the droplet. On the contrary, the mixture fraction Z0(R), which far
from the droplet is equal to zero, increases towards the droplet till it reaches the droplet’s
surface value Zs0. Figure 3.3(b) shows the corresponding coordinate transformation used
to absorb the variable thermal diffusion effects in the analytical solution procedure of
the problem. The lower temperature of the droplet, compared to the temperature of the
flame, leads to a shrinking of the analytically obtained solution towards the droplet, as a
consequence of the lower thermal diffusions.

The main characteristics of the zeroth order inner solution are given in Table 3.2 for
different hydrocarbon fuels. In all cases, the mixture fraction at the droplet surface Zs0

varies little as a consequence of the opposite tendencies of `v and Ts with the fuel weight,
thus leading to a smaller net effect on Zs0. The dilatation parameter b, which measures
the integrated effect of the variable thermal diffusion, indicates in all cases a shrinking
of the analytical solution towards the droplet. Finally, the vaporization rate λ0 increases
with the fuel weight, but remains always close to unity.
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Formula Fuel Zs0 b λ0

C5H12 Pentane 0.890 0.528 1.164
C6H14 Hexane 0.894 0.535 1.200
C7H16 Heptane 0.898 0.543 1.239
C8H18 Octane 0.902 0.548 1.272
C9H20 Nonane 0.901 0.556 1.288
C10H22 Decane 0.906 0.560 1.327
C11H24 Undecane 0.910 0.565 1.358
C12H26 Dodecane 0.911 0.571 1.379

Table 3.2: Main characteristics of the zeroth order solution in the inner region for different hydro-
carbon fuels: Mixture fraction Zs0 at the droplet surface, dilatation parameter b, and vaporization
rate λ0.

3.5.2 The zeroth order outer solution

The flow in the Oseen region depends only on four nondimensional parameters, namely the
outer scaled zeroth order vaporization rate λ̂0 = (Pe/ZS)λ0, the heat release parameter γ
due to the energy released by the combustion, the exponent σ, and the Prandtl number
Pr. All the remaining nondimensional parameters of the problem are not relevant for the
outer region or are already taken into account through λ̂0.

The preceding analysis of the zeroth order inner solution shows that the vaporiza-
tion rates are always close to unity, independently of the considered hydrocarbon. Thus
focusing on values of the ratio of the Peclet number Pe to the stoichiometric mixture frac-
tion ZS between 0.1 and 10, the relevant values for the outer scaled vaporization rate are
λ̂0 ∼ 0.1 − 10. Therefore, all presented results are based on simulations performed with
γ = 6.6, σ = 0.7, Pr = 0.75, and different values of λ̂0, which render them as applicable
to any of the considered fuels.

In order to discuss the characteristic features of the flow in the Oseen region, an
intermediate value of the vaporization rate is chosen. Figures 3.4 and 3.5 show the results
for λ̂0 = 1. For easiness in the interpretation of the figures, positive values of the variables
are shown in blue while negative values are shown in red. The flame location is marked
in grey. The fluid dynamic magnitudes are represented in Figure 3.4: vorticity ω in
3.4(a), axial velocity u − 1 in 3.4(b), and radial velocity v in 3.4(c). The presence of the
flame induces a slight deflection of the flow, as observed in the values attained by the
radial velocity, which are of one order of magnitude less than the axial velocities. But
the blocking effect caused by the flame significantly reduces the axial velocity. In fact,
slightly upstream of the flame, the axial velocity reaches its minimum value of around
0.3, which represents a 70% velocity reduction. The blocking effect also leads to the
generation of vorticity, which is then transported downstream by the flow, leading to a
vorticity wake behind the droplet. Downstream of the flame, the expansion caused by the
higher temperatures accelerates the flow, reaching axial velocities which even surpass the
one of the incoming air stream.

Figure 3.5 shows the mixture fraction distribution, where 3.5(a) shows its regularized
version Ẑ ′ and 3.5(b) its normal version Ẑ. The smooth behaviour of the regularized
mixture fraction Ẑ ′ at the origin as opposed to Ẑ confirms the convenience of the former
one for the numerical treatment of the problem. The flame, which lies at distances of
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Figure 3.4: Numerical solution of the flow in the flame/Oseen region obtained for λ̂0 = 1, γ = 6.6,
σ = 0.7, and Pr = 0.75: (a) vorticity ω, (b) axial velocity u− 1, and (c) radial velocity v. Positive
values of the variables are shown in blue, while negative values are shown in red. The position of
the flame (Ẑ = 1) is marked in grey.
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Figure 3.5: Numerical solution of the flow in the flame/Oseen region obtained for λ̂0 = 1, γ = 6.6,
σ = 0.7, and Pr = 0.75: (a) regularized mixture fraction Ẑ ′ and (b) mixture fraction Ẑ. Positive
values of the variables are shown in blue, while negative values are shown in red. The position of
the flame (Ẑ = 1) is marked in grey.
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Figure 3.7: (a) Axial velocity vo and (b) the constant ĥ∞ of the mixture fraction at the origin
in terms of the outer scaled zeroth order vaporization rate λ̂0, for γ = 6.6, σ = 0.7, and Pr = 0.75.

the order of Pe/ZS ∼ λ̂0, is in the presented case slightly affected by the air stream,
thus requiring of larger values of λ̂0 to observe an appreciable elongation in its shape.
Figure 3.6 shows how the flame shape changes as the outer scaled vaporization rate λ̂0

is increased. Note that the axial and radial coordinates are scaled with λ̂0 ∼ Pe/ZS to
accomodate all flame shapes in the same graph. As the Peclet number of the flow increases,
or equivalently as λ̂0 increases, the flame is stretched in the flow direction and pushed back
by the incoming air stream.

From the point of view of the computation of the drag of the droplet, only the values at
the origin are relevant, since they serve as far field boundary conditions for the first order
problem in the inner region. Figure 3.7 shows the influence of the outer scaled vaporization
rate λ̂0 on the axial velocity vo and the constant ĥ∞ of the regularized mixture fraction,
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both at the origin. As the flame is located further away from the origin, which corresponds
to larger values of λ̂0, the blocking effect takes place before, thus giving the flow more
time to recover its speed before reaching the origin.

3.5.3 The first order inner solution

The first order problem in the inner region finally combines the effects of the incoming air
stream with the vaporization of the droplet, and therefore depends on all the parameters
of the problem. Thus a representative fuel is chosen and the effect of λ̂0 ∼ Pe/ZS analyzed.

Figure 3.8 represents the solution to the first order inner problem for the case of
Octane and different values of λ̂0. All the functions suffer variations of the order of their
own values, except for the radial mixture fraction function h(R), which suffers variations
of the order of Pe/ZS. This is due to the fact, that the forcing terms in its differential
equation as well as its boundary conditions involve the factor Pe/ZS.

A better overview of the inner region is obtained by looking at the first order correction
to the streamfunction, shown in Figure 3.9. The zeroth order radial flow field has to be
added to the represented streamlines in order to obtain the complete flow field for a
given value of the Peclet number. The streamlines, which emanate from the droplet as
a consequence of its vaporization, encounter the incoming air stream, which redirects the
vaporized fuel towards downstream of the droplet. Behind the droplet, the streamlines run
parallel to the axis and more apart than upstream to accomodate the extra flow originating
at the droplet.

3.5.4 Droplet’s drag and vaporization rate

The values attained by the first order inner solution at the droplet’s surface are needed
to finally evaluate the drag of the fuel droplet through Equation (3.61). Figure 3.10(a)
represents how the surface values of the streamfunction f , vorticity Ω, and pressure P11

vary with the outer scaled vaporization rate λ̂0, showing that for a given fuel, larger values
of the Peclet number push more the flow against the droplet, thus increasing the strength
of the flow field. This increase in the strength also promotes the vaporization of the
droplet, as can be observed in Figure 3.10(b), which shows how the outer scaled first order
correction λ̂1 to the vaporization rate varies with λ̂0.

Finally, Figure 3.11 shows how the drag of the fuel droplet, measured with the Stokes
drag, depends on the outer scaled vaporization rate λ̂0. As the flame is located further
away, which corresponds to increasing values of λ̂0, the velocity vo felt by the droplet
increases, thus leading to the tendency shown in Figure 3.11. A somehow unexpected
result is that the drag even surpasses the Stokes value, specially taking into account that
vo < 1. The reason for this is the high temperature Te of the flow seen by the droplet,
which implies a viscosity well above the one of the original air stream at T∞.

3.6 Conclusions

A combined asymptotic and numerical analysis is presented for the description of the
vaporization and combustion of fuel droplets moving at low Peclet numbers, considering
that with the typically large values of the overall stoichiometric ratio, the flame lies in
the far field Oseen region. The analysis, which accounts for the effects of variable density
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Figure 3.8: First order inner solution for Octane and different values of λ̂0 ∼ Pe/ZS with σ = 0.7
and Pr = 0.75. Note the outer region scaling of the radial mixture fraction function: ĥ(R) =
(Pe/ZS)h(R).

and transport properties in the Stokes region as well as in Oseen region, provides an
insight into the effects of the droplet motion and the ongoing combustion processes on the
vaporization rate and drag of the droplet.

The singular perturbation analysis of the problem reveals the relevant nondimensional
parameters in each of the two flow regions, and combines semianalytical descriptions of the
solution in the Stokes region with numerical solutions of the flow in the Oseen region. The
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Figure 3.10: Variation of the first order inner solution with λ̂0. (a) Droplet surface values
of the streamfunction f , vorticity Ω, and pressure P11. (b) Outer scaled first order correction
λ̂1 = (Pe/ZS)λ1 to the vaporization rate.

temperature variations, caused mainly by the heat of combustion released at the flame,
are obtained from the solution to the mixing problem for the mixture fraction Z, a passive
scalar, that in the considered limit of infinitely fast chemistry, completely describes the
chemistry of the problem. The fluid dynamic response to these temperature variations is
obtained from the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations.

The analysis shows that the interaction of the flame with the incoming air stream
in the Oseen region significantly blocks the flow, reducing its axial velocities up to 70%.
This has the consequence that the velocity seen by the inner region is smaller than the
velocity of the incoming air stream, thus significantly altering the drag of the droplet. On
the contrary, the flow is only marginally deflected, which is the result of the absence of a
direct influence of the droplet on the flow in the Oseen region. Additionally, the presence
of the flame significantly increases the heat flux towards the droplet, thus promoting its
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σ = 0.7 and Pr = 0.75.

vaporization. This means that the influence of the droplet motion on the vaporization
rate is no longer dominant, and only appears as a correction of order Peclet to the value
imposed by the flame.

Despite the velocity reduction caused by the flame, the aerodynamic drag of the fuel
droplet may exceed the Stokes drag of a solid sphere in the absence of vaporization and
combustion. The reason for this is the higher viscosity associated to the flame temperature
Te, which is in fact the one felt by the droplet.

In summary, the analysis proposed here extends existing studies about droplet vapor-
ization and combustion by placing the flame in the Oseen region and retaining the density
and transport properties variations everywhere in the flow, thus correctly accounting for
the effects of combustion. The generalization of the present analysis to the cases of group
combustion and non-unity Lewis numbers represent interesting subjects for future work.
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